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Editorial
– Marsha Martin, Editor
dogwood2@compuserve.com
At every seminar and at every agility camp we ask the question, "How many of you are
agility instructors?" The results are surprising! About 20% of seminar or camp attendees
are currently leading agility classes, either for their club or in their own back yard.
The JFF Agility Notebook is designed to provide agility instructors with equipment
layouts and training sets for all skills levels. If you teach classes every week you'll
appreciate the work that goes in to creating these training sets. Not only is it tough
coming up with interesting and original agility challenges, but making these new
challenges part of an overall thread of instruction requires a commitment to some basic
principles.
If you know of an instructor struggling to meet that challenge on their own, let them
know they can get a "free peek" at this Notebook (contact Bud Houston,
dogwood1@compuserve.com).
Another challenge for agility instructors is making their training program pay for itself,
rather than creating a drain on their personal resources. We all envision a world where
our classes run like a well-oiled clock - with the students providing compensation to the
instructors and equipment managers.
It becomes a numbers game. How many beginners can you accommodate? How many
will continue to the advanced classes? How do you keep that flow from beginner to
advanced classes constant and predicable? How do we ensure the future of our training
center without treating newcomers as "cash cows?"
The solution to this numbers game is often a "sales" solution. Promotion of your training
center should fall to a person gifted with sales ethics. The success or failure of your
training plan will often be a result of your ability to sell your program. If you've ever
experienced "exceptional customer service" you'll know how well it works. You feel
important to that company, and your needs are being met fairly and pleasantly.
On the other hand, we've all experienced poor customer service. You never go back, and
you tell your friends, too.
So, even if sales and customer service weren't part of your original agility training plan,
give some thought to how it feels to be a student of yours. Are they getting value for their
money? Are classes running smoothly? Is there a consistent training plan? Are all the
instructors following the same plan?
Part of the fun of dog agility is teaching it to other people. When your growth plans are
effective and ethical, it all comes together to create an agility community.
This is, after all, Just For Fun,
Marsha Martin @ JFF Agility Notebook
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Growing a Training Center
– Marsha Martin, Editor
dogwood2@compuserve.com
So you've decided you want to start sharing your dog-training knowledge with others.
You've bought equipment, enlisted your friends to help teach classes, and provided a
location for safe agility instruction. How do you get people to come train with you - and
(more importantly) stay with you?
Here at Dogwood we begin with advertising. We have a little classified ad in a weekly
community newspaper, and we get 1-2 calls a week from that inexpensive ad. We run the
ad constantly, as folks will often call after seeing the ad for several weeks (or months).
Those calls translate into 4-5 new beginners every month. That's about half of a class.
The other half of the class is made up of student referrals. Satisfied and happy students
talk to their friends and coworkers, and we get one or two calls a week from friends of
current students. If you're just getting started, a great way to keep these calls coming in is
to offer rebates to students who bring in a friend to train with you.
Yet another source of new students is your local Humane Societies or Shelters. If they're
pleased with your helpful attitude and your training program, they're likely to mention
you to folks adopting dogs from their facility. At Dogwood, we work with our local
Humane Society, offering free consultations on dog behavior issues. We produced a 1/4page flyer they can include with their adoption packets (we gave them an original, they
produce copies) and are diligent in offering free advice to anyone who calls and mentions
they adopted from this Shelter.
So, every month, we've got 10-12 new beginners. They're usually first-time dog owners
and need help with basic training as well as a safe, fun introduction to agility. We figure
about 10-20% will continue beyond beginner class. As your training center grows, these
advancing newcomers will put considerable pressure on your competition-level classes.
Knowing when they're ready to move to the next level is an art in itself, but it's often
determined by your ability to accommodate them. Your job is to make sure they succeed
a good bit of the time, and to sell them on the idea of staying in the appropriate class.
In addition to agility instruction, we "mentor" these future competitors. We provide
premium lists for upcoming trials (contact clubs in your area and request bulk mailings be
sent to your training center). We make them feel welcome in our crating area at trials
during the "just watching" phase, and help them complete entry forms when they're
ready. We help them manage their first trialing experience - going with them to the
starting gate if that's what they want.
More likely, they'll find a friend in their class and start showing together. There's nothing
sweeter than seeing two novice students - folks who didn't know each other a year ago arriving at a trial together and getting their first taste of the thrill of victory (or the agony
of defeat). As instructors and promoters of the game, we revel in their enjoyment of the
experience. And next week, in class, we pat them on the back for their successes - large
or small - and make sure they know they've joined the wonderful community of dogshow folks.
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Finding the Right Breeder
– by Karen Service, SGD Aussies
INTERNET: JServ95267@aol.com

Editor's Note: Karen sent this thoughtful and detailed response to a query on an e-mail list, " Looking for an Aussie
breeder. Want a pup strictly for agility. Sound temperament a must. Also, high drive, not heavy boned, not oversized,
healthy lines. Any suggestions?"

I thought I'd offer some general ideas on finding the right breeder for you. Finding a breeder is a
good topic and maybe this will generate a little discussion.

Know what you want and don't allow yourself to be dissuaded
Seems too simple, doesn't it? You'd be surprised at how many people can't do this. No dog is
100% perfect in every way. Decide what your priorities are. Some dogs are intense and highdrive but harder to live with and train. Others are real sweeties and easy to work with but will
never be Nationals dogs. Some people want a cute pup at the end of their lead and are really just
participating in agility for the social aspect of it. There's no shame in any choice, just be honest
with yourself and the breeder. A fellow club member said she wanted a pup for various dog
activities after her first dog's health problems. After being given several references, she chose a
breeder that had a litter sired by a nationally ranked conformation dog and whose dam had done a
little agility, conf., and obedience. The pup turned out to be a sweetie, friendly and eager to
please, an easy dog to work with for a novice trainer which is what she is. But the club member is
openly disappointed that this pup isn't as flashy and has a little running copper. I think she'd have
been happier with a dog of less or even no special ability but with a flashier appearance. No one
is a mind reader. Decide your priorities and go from there.

Know your breed
Do whatever it takes to learn everything about your breed because what you don't know CAN
hurt you. In Aussies there is a working/conformation division and there can be quite a difference
between the two. From your description, I'd recommend the working side of the fence because, in
general, they are more moderate in size, coat, and bone structure, a little more athletic, more
intense and higher drive; the last is why they tend to end up in rescue. But, a dog like this may
require more of a trainer than the average novice is prepared to give.
Read the breed standard and ask questions if you don't understand it. Read the old annuals and
Aussie Times. Learn to read pedigrees. Find out the owners of the dogs on the pedigrees you're
considering and give them a call. Tell them that you're looking at a possible litter whose pedigree
includes their dog and you wanted to find out about the dog. If you're sincerely interested and not
critical or demanding, people are more than willing to talk about their dogs. I never had anyone
hang up on me and I met some wonderful people. Warning! You will spend big money on your
phone bill. But it's the best money I ever spent.

Know your breeders
The best way to do this is to join a breed club and participate in the trials/shows long before you
want to buy a puppy. Many people are able to sell themselves through advertising but the reality
is something quite different. Visit their homes and see how they raise their puppies. I'd take a
puppy raised in the kitchen with a house full of kids over a puppy that is one of several litters
born at the same time in a kennel with only the breeder to manage things. I would find past puppy
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buyers and ask how they were treated before and after the contract was signed. I would find out
how the breeder handles puppies with problems. Will they be taken back? Will you be refunded
the price of the pup for medical bills which resulted from a genetic flaw? Is the breeder more
concerned with matching the right pup with the right home or with making a sale or with show
wins? Do they ask you a lot of questions?
Talk to people at shows and trials that have dogs you admire. Ask about their experience with
their dog's breeder. It pains me to say this, but if you don't personally know the breeder and can't
visit, contact their local rescue and animal shelters. Ask if the breeder has ever violated local
animal cruelty and neglect ordinances. Some people would have saved themselves a lot of pain if
they'd done this.

Know your dogs
Ask about health clearances up front. For Aussies, the minimum would be OFA and CERF. I'd
also like a full panel thyroid—as opposed to just the T4—sent off to the University of Michigan,
and question rather closely about any seizures. Don't go any farther if these aren't done. It may
sound too obvious, but if you are getting the pup for competition in performance events, ask to
see the parents work. Titles can't be inherited but working style can be. You may want to
videotape it and go over it with an instructor or knowledgeable friend. If you're able, also watch
the grandparents and the sire's or dam's get which may give a truer picture of what you'll be
getting.
Don't forget to ask about the age and speed of maturity. Different lines grow at different rates.
Some dogs are all grown up by their first birthday while others take longer. Some Aussies aren't
mentally mature until they are three or more. I wouldn't show a dog in serious competition till it
was grown up mentally and physically and it helps to know what to expect..

Know your litter
Although temperament tests are okay, I've found that if the puppies are home raised and the
breeder has spent lots of time with them, their observations are more accurate than any
temperament test. If you test, ask for the breeder's observations too. Choose a puppy with the
structure most conducive to a long career. (For more information read Jumping A-Z by Daniels
and Zink.) Ear-set is unimportant to a dog's jumping ability. But, a bad front is a handicap. If you
can't do it yourself, ask someone knowledgeable in conformation to view the puppies for
structure. Sometimes this is easier via videotape.
In the end, follow your heart. Just don't let your heart be stupid and uninformed! If a puppy seems
to be saying "Pick me! Pick me!" every time you visit, it was probably meant to be. It is easier to
be successful with a puppy that you enjoy and that has bonded to you from the start than one
chosen for its perceived success in future trials.

Consider a rescue.
This should be #1. Rescue dogs come in all shapes and sizes and from all backgrounds. You'd be
surprised at what other people throw away! Many times it's because they have the very qualities
that will make them good competition prospects. They usually have their adult temperament and
size so what you see is what you get. Many rescue groups would allow you to get an eye check
and hip x-ray before you make a decision. Some of the top ASCA agility dogs are rescues. Think
about it.
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Agility Seminars
– by Debbie Richey

INTERNET: DebRichey@aol.com

There are seminars for every athletic endeavor. You can go to a seminar to improve your
golf swing, learn to field a baseball like a pro, and reply to a lob with a smash that will
knock your opponent’s socks off. It is little wonder, then, that the sport of dog agility has
spawned a serious seminar industry. In many areas, if there isn’t a trial on a given
weekend, there is a dog agility seminar of some type.
Deciding which seminars are worth your time can be an undertaking. The subscribers to
AgileDog and the Just For Fun internet lists were very helpful in preparing this article,
offering a lot of good advice on how to choose which seminars to attend, and how to
decide which ones might not be worth your time.
The first consideration, of course, is who the presenter is. Is the presenter a name in the
agility community? What is known about his or her handling and training techniques?
While more than one person reported attending a seminar by someone who was fairly
well-known without learning anything useful, name recognition is often your first
indication of what the seminar will include. Those who are new to agility may be at a
disadvantage here, because you must be somewhat of a student of the sport before names
start to mean anything. Novice handlers should ask someone they respect for advice on
attending a specific seminar.
Unfortunately, even agility instructors who are a name in the sport occasionally turn off
seminar participants. The biggest turn-off is harsh training methods. Much is generally
known about a presenter’s techniques. Ask around.
Falling under this topic was a handler who said they could learn something from any
agility seminar, even from instructors who don’t have a lot of experience. This could
include learning what methods they would never use with their own dogs. Unfortunately,
learning this lesson requires paying for the seminar.
Some other guidelines on deciding if you should attend a seminar, based on the presenter:
Look for a presenter whose dogs work like your dog or, conversely, has a dog that works
very differently from yours. Does the presenter’s dog work with the handler or work
away? Does yours? Would you like to be able to take home tips on how to train your dog
to work like that?
What breed or breeds does the presenter run? For example, handlers who run Shelties
may prefer to attend seminars given by people who run Shelties – or at least dogs in the
herding group. Others would prefer to go to seminars given by someone who is
successful running all types of dogs. One person who responded to my question through
AgileDogs said they would like to attend a seminar given by someone who does not run
Aussies, Border Collies, or Jack Russell Terriers. They’d like to find a seminar given by
someone who runs a dog from the Hound group, or any dog from the Terrier group
except the Jack Russell Terrier.
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Does the presenter run in the venue you prefer? If you are running a dog in USDAA, you
probably wouldn’t get much useful information from a presenter who runs only UKC.
The most interesting comment I received on how to choose a seminar presenter was to
choose based on how approachable that person is in a trial situation. If they are aloof or
rude at a trial, it was suggested, they might not be much better at a seminar. The ability to
communicate with people is as important for a successful seminar presenter as the ability
to successfully train dogs.
Overall, it was felt that the presenter should have confidence in their methods, and
confidence that their methods solve problems. There is no one-size-fits-all training
method, and suggestions should be tailored to specific dog and handler teams. The
presenter should be experienced, successful, and should be able to give the handlers
insight as it applies to the particular strengths and weaknesses of the dog and handler
team.
Who the presenter is also answers the question of why go to an agility seminar. Those
who live in areas without training centers nearby, who train in their backyards alone,
without the benefit of a second opinion to refine their performance, rely on agility
seminars to get much-needed feedback on their handling or training style. For others,
attending a seminar allows the participant to receive a second opinion, with the effect
being that of bringing in a specialist to diagnose and, hopefully, solve a problem.
Seminars also give a chance to explore new handling or training techniques.
Some people were surprisingly undiscriminating about the seminars they attend. Where
local is defined as “less than an eight hours’ drive away,” some people would attend any
local seminar on any weekend if they didn’t already have a trial planned.
There are a number of other considerations that go into deciding which seminars to
attend. The club, and the seminar presenter, should have a reputation for running an
efficient seminar and keeping things moving. The performance level of the seminar
should be appropriate for your dog, and there should be a performance requirement (i.e.,
dogs are comfortable on all equipment, dogs are competing at AKC Open level, dogs are
competing at USDAA Masters level, etc.).
Dogs and handlers should, ideally, be grouped by skill and ability. A second request,
although difficult to meet, was to match dogs by size and speed. Additionally, owners of
large breed dogs would like to see seminars divided into groups that allow them to work
on problems specific to large dogs.
Find out how many working slots will be available. Twelve to fifteen is a good number –
more than that and handlers might not get enough one-on-one time. Most seminars also
offer the option of taking an auditing slot at a reduced price. Many people will not audit a
seminar at all, unless it is very local and they could not get a working slot. On the other
hand, it was suggested that novice handlers consider auditing only, until they get a feel
for how seminars work.
Ask about the facility where the seminar will be held. Is it large enough for a varied ring
set-up? Some people will plan which seminars to attend based on the upcoming agility
season. If upcoming trials will be indoors on mats, they will attend only seminars given
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indoors on mats. Once the trials go outdoors on grass, they start planning to attend
seminars that are outdoors on grass. Some people drop seminars completely during the
trialing season, attending seminars during the off-season only. This may be more
applicable in areas where trials stop during the heat of the summer.
Some of the people who train in their backyards alone feel that seminars are unnecessary.
They feel that you can train your dog by using your own instincts. But even the most
accomplished agility competitor goes to others for advice from time to time.
Seminars can be costly. Prices will vary according to who is giving the seminar, and what
expenses the sponsoring club or group has in order to secure a site and equipment. The
money spent should be weighed against the likelihood that the seminar will give you a
higher qualifying rate at trials. And the bigger the “name,” the higher the cost.
At the end of the seminar, you should also count on receiving, in addition to new
handling moves, a new insight into your canine partner, and added confidence in your
abilities, something unexpected. Many people reported feeling “charged up” after a
seminar. Armed with a positive attitude, new handling moves, and fresh training
techniques, many handlers leave a seminar just itching to get back – On Course.

What Dogs Do For Us
Catch Frisbees.
Keep a lonely night from being truly lonely. Keep our
homes safe. Get us outside on beautiful fall days. Listen
to our singing.
Treat us like celebrities when we come home. Warm up our
beds on cold nights. Star in our home videos. Make our
hearts more vigorous. Take us outdoors on snowy winter
days.
Alert us to the arrival of the mail. Help us to live
longer. Make us smile. Agree with everything we say.
Warm our knees with their chins.
Provide us use for old tennis balls.
Signal when a thunderstorm is coming. Pull sleds.
Help lower our blood pressure. Test how fast we can run.
Keep the squirrels from overtaking our yards. Take us out
on rainy days. Teach our children about responsibility.
Teach us the meaning of
unconditional love.
[Author unknown]
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Giving the Competitive Edge through Massage
First in a Series
– by Maria K. Duthie c.e.f.m.p.
INTERNET: m.duthie@verizon.net

The healing art of massage is centuries old. At one time it was considered an essential
part of treatment in the process of healing. Recently there has been a new acceptance of
massage and that has carried over into the world of animals. It is now a regular part of
many equine and canine athlete’s training.
Massage has several benefits. One of the most important being the increase in circulation.
By encouraging the proper blood flow the body is able to release the build up of toxins
that can cause pain and stiffness. Range of motion can also be increased through the use
of regular and correct massage. This allows the dog to have a greater reach or extension,
which is a benefit in running and jumping. In a general maintenance massage muscle
spasms can be released. Spasms are developed by the body to allow the area to heal. If
these spasms are not released over a period of time they can do greater harm than good.
Untreated spasms can cause a decrease in mobility in that area which in turn restricts
circulation. That then causes more pain and another spasm will form. It is an on going
process which can affect a dog’s motion and performance.
In a warm up or pre-event massage the muscle tissue is warmed prior to use. This can
decrease the amount of warm up time the dog will need. During this type of massage you
can relax the dog if that is necessary or excite them. This is also a good time to use some
massage techniques such as tapping to get the dog to focus on the handler.
When the run is finished, massage can be used to cool the dog down. At this point
through effleurage techniques the waste products that have built up in the muscles of the
dog can be released. This is especially valuable on the first day of competition so the dog
will not be stiff the following day. The post-event massage is just as valuable as the preevent massage.
The recovery process (from an injury or surgery) is also an important place to implement
massage. Massage should never to be used is place of veterinary care but rather as a
compliment to it. When an injury occurs the body compensates for that weakness.
Through massage these areas which are placed under more stress are given relief.
Massage can also help decrease the loss of muscle tone in the injured area. Regular
massage can also help prevent the build up of adhesions and help to break down any
existing adhesions.
Both or canine athletes and our couch potato friends can benefit from massage. It is
excellent preventive medicine, maintenance, and recovery tool. For more information on
massage please visit annisage.com or email m.duthie@verizon.net Future articles will
discuss massage techniques for specific areas of the body. In addition to warm up
routines will be covered.
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Junior Handler

Agility Training Manual
Part Three in a Series
Written by:
Ruth Van Keuren
With revisions by:
Bud Houston

Beginning Sequencing (cont’d)
Introducing Turns
It’s important that the handler understand as soon as possible that directing the
dog through turns is equally important to directing the dog to obstacles.
It’s important to tend to the dog’s motivation when doing turning exercises.
Calling to the dog to Come should be a happy extension of the game. If the
handler calls to the dog only after the dog has made an error, the dog will learn
to dislike the idea of turning, and may lose both joy and motivation.
In the following exercises, three stations are set up so handlers can practice turns.
Two additional obstacles are incorporated, the tire and the pipe tunnel. These
should be reviewed independently before doing any actual sequencing.
Exercise 1 – This exercise will include four jumps. These are not arranged in a
straight line. Indeed, the jumps are arranged in a bit of a serpentine.

H
D

Figure 2

The concept of handling becomes only a bit complicated for the handler. Surely
the juniors will be more adaptable and open to what they need to learn
compared to adults who play this sport.
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Introduce your students to these simple principles:
1. The handler should be on the side of the turn. The dog will naturally
turn in the direction of the handler. So, if the course turns to the right,
the handler should be on the dog’s right. If the course turns to the left,
the handler should be on the dog’s left.
2. The handler should use a lead hand. This is the hand closest to the dog
and the obstacle to be performed. The job of the lead hand is to point
to the next obstacle to be performed.
3. The dog will turn when the handler turns. So the handler should not
turn until the dog is over each jump. Otherwise, the handler should
move in a direction that matches the direction the dog should be
moving.
4. The handler should not stop at the jumps. For your students you
should use an analogy like this: “doing a jump is like a karate expert
breaking a board with his hand. The karate guy must think all the way
through the board. If he pulls his hand to a stop at the board, he will
likely hurt his hand and not break the board.”
This exercise is a serpentine. It bends to the right, and then it turns to the left.
Given rule #1 above, the handler needs to find a way to change sides to the dog.
In figure 2 the handler has run ahead to get on the landing side of jump #2 before
the dog gets there. At that point the handler switches the dog to his opposite
side. At this point it really doesn’t make much difference which direction the
handler turns to get his dog on the opposite side.
Exercise 2 – Review the tire jump. The tire should be set at 6 inches for little dogs
and 18 inches for big dogs. Some of the larger breeds tend to hit their backs on
the top rim of the tire, and therefore begin to dislike jumping through it. If this
happens, raise the tire a little. Boxers and Dobermans are two breeds that have
this problem.

D

D
H

H

Figure 3
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The dog should be put on a sit or a stand (if it knows a stand) on one side of the
tire. The handler should take a modest lead out. This helps show the dog what
direction he should move when underway. The dogs are quite likely to be
uncertain of the tire still; so the handler should take a position on the landing
side of the tire and, getting a good connection with the dog, call the dog straight
through.
First do the straight-ahead sequence shown in Figure 3. As soon as the dog
commits to the jump the handler must run forward, showing the dog the jump as
they go.
Next, do the turn shown in Figure 4. This is a simple post turn. That means that
the handler keeps the dog on the same lead hand through the turn.

H
D

D
H

Figure 5

Figure 6

It is the nature of the post turn that the handler’s movement is not very robust.
Dogs love motion. And in this turn the handler just doesn’t have much room to
move, and so he doesn’t give a very good motion cue. So, another approach to
this same sequence is for the handler to do a turn that provides more motion to
the dog. Figure 5 shows the handler doing a crossing turn. A crossing turn
(sometimes called a front cross) is a turn in the direction of the dog. The rotation
of the handler’s body is very compelling to the dog, and will help the dog do the
same turn. Note that the handler actually changes which lead hand he is using in
the process of making the turn. In this exercise the handler started with the dog
on his left, and switched to his right to show jump #2 to the dog.
Next, do the post turn, making the turn to the left after the tire. See Figure 6.
Note that the handler should initially start on the dog’s left side. The handler
should always try to be on the turning side of the course.
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3

H
D

4

1
2

Figure 8

Figure 7

Another approach to solving the turn from the tire to the jump is to do a blind
turn. See Figure 7. The blind turn works quite like the crossing turn does, in that
the dog is transferred from one lead hand to the other. The big difference is that
the handler turns in the direction of the course, and not in the direction of the
dog. Please note that the handler isn’t supposed to be blind for the rest of his life.
He is only blind for about 1/4 of a second. This movement only works when the
handler is in front of the dog. So the handler’s lead out needs to be a bit longer
than in the previous repetition.
The sequence in Figure 8 is a bit on the wicked side. It features a lot of turning,
and a bit of a riddle in terms of how the handler manages to get on the correct
side of each of the turns. Let your students solve it as they will. Tell them to have
fun with it and not worry so much on making it perfect. The most important
thing they can do at this stage of their training is to make it fun for their dogs.
Exercise 2 – Review the pipe tunnel. Introduce the pipe tunnel. If any of the dogs
are balking at the pipe tunnel, review the introduction methodology specified in
this Training Manual.

1

1

2
3
2
3

Figure 9

Figure 10

Begin with a simple sequence with jumps and tunnel, as shown in Figure 9.
Remind your students that they should always try to be on the turning side of
the tunnel with a novice dog. You can explain it this way “The dog clearly sees
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which direction the tunnel is turning. They want to see you on the same side as
the turn. If you’re on the wrong side they’ll think that you’re going a different
direction than the tunnel, and will not want to get in the tunnel if it’s going to
take them away from you.”
The most important thing with a simple sequence like this is that the handler
stay in motion and make a clear signal to the tunnel. The tunnel is only 2’ high.
So the handler’s lead shouldn’t be up in the air, but should be pointing right
down into the tunnel. As the dog emerges from the tunnel the handler needs to
run to the last jump, showing the dog the way.
The sequence in Figure 10 shows a bit of a turn from jump #1 to the pipe tunnel.
This could be handled in a couple different ways. The handler could take a lead
out with both the jump and the dog on his left side. If the handler decides to do
this the dog should be left addressing jump #1 so that the correct entry to the
pipe tunnel is in a straight line.
Another approach would be to lead out with dog on right, and then execute a
crossing turn on the landing side of jump #1. You should get your students to try
the exercise both ways.

2
3

3

2
1

1

Figure 11

Figure 12

The sequence in Figure 11 is again a straight down and straight back romp for
the dog and handler. You’ll want to watch your students that they keep working
towards the correct tunnel entry until the dog gets in. Sometimes a student will
assume his dog is going to go in the tunnel, and will pull off from the entry before
the dog actually does so. Unfortunately, this will often pull the dog away from
the entry. The dog would rather go where the handler is going than actually into
the pipe tunnel.
The final sequence, shown in Figure 12, is another turn from jump #1 to the pipe
tunnel. Allow your students to solve this as best they can.
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Control course run-offs
This is an obedience control exercise. After working with agility obstacles it
might be a bit difficult for your students to settle down and do heel-side work.
But control is an important part of the sport. Young dogs should be constantly
reminded that focus on the handler is the most important part of the game. You
might advise your students to get back the attention of their dogs by giving lots
of treats until the dogs are giving undivided attention and watching them
constantly with adoring and hopeful eyes.
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Figure 13

If time allows, add this control course run-off exercise & competition. See Figure
13. Set up pylons in a course having right and left turns, and about turns, that the
handlers and dogs can run through while being timed. This can be done
individually or in teams. Get the parents involved by letting them to the timing.
Leash corrections or missed pylons give the win to the other dog. There are two
ways that can be used to score:
1. Five points can be added to the running time for each fault, the lowest total
score wins. One point is equal to one second.
2. The best time with the fewest faults wins.

YYY
[The Junior Handlers Training Manual will be continued next month!]
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Class Handout

Introduction to Basic Agility Movements
Turning is a part of the game. You should run and shout and laugh and have a
good time when you practice these movements. If you have access to the Internet
you can get a demonstration of these movements, and others. Set your browser
to: http://www.dogwoodagility.com/handlermoves.htm.
Post Turn
The handler turns with the dog, keeping the dog on the same lead hand. Try to
always be on the side to which you want your dog to turn. You should be on the
right side of your dog if your dog is to turn right, and you should be on the left
side of your dog if your dog is to turn left.
You should slow down as your dog approaches the obstacle where he is
supposed to turn. This helps cue the dog to the turn ahead. The post turn often
reduces both your dog’s speed and motivation as you aren’t moving much.
Crossing Turn (Front Cross)
The handler turns towards the dog, transferring the dog to a new lead hand. Use
this turn to line the dog up for a straight approach to a series of jumps, or to a
contact obstacle or the weave poles. The handler should be slightly ahead of the
dog so that the dog actually sees the rotation of the handler’s body. The handler
is responsible for calling the dog’s attention to the new lead hand.
The dog is turns when you turn. When the turn follows a jump, don’t turn too
early. That may result in a dropped bar.
Practice this movement a lot so your dog will be used to you turning in this way,
and so you get better at the turn yourself.
Blind Cross
The handler turns away from the dog, and in the direction of the course,
transferring the dog to a new lead hand. Use the blind cross when you want a
very efficient turn from your dog. You should be running as you execute the
turn. You should be well in front of your dog to do this turn. The dog has to see
the entire turn. With a distinct hand signal you must get your dog’s attention to
your new lead hand.
Don’t be blind the rest of your life. You’re only supposed to be blind for about
1/4 of a second. It’s your job to call your dog’s attention to your new lead hand,
as soon as possible.
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Jump

Construction
Plans

Version 21
Winged
– by Kurt L. Glaub

INTERNET:LABMAGIC@aol.com

Jump – Version 21 winged jump
This jump measures 17.5” wide, 36” tall. Although this design is not a personal favorite,
many people like this type of jump. I do not like the openings at the top. The tops are left
square but I would recommend rounding or beveling them. Also, I advise against using
precut fence pickets. They make a pretty fence but the pointed tops are too much of a
hazard. This jump is quickly and easily constructed using a minimum of tools and skill.

Materials Required
• 3 pieces
• 1 piece
• 48 pieces
• 16 pieces
• 12 sets

1”X4” – 8’ long
2”X4” – 8’ long
1 ¼” multi-use screws
3 ½” multi-use screws
Jump cups and screws

Tools Needed
•
•
•
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Instructions
1. Cut each of the 1”X4” boards into 2 pieces 36” long, 1 piece 17.5” long and 1 piece
of scrap about 6” long as shown below.

36”

36”

17.5”

2. From the 2”X4” board, cut 2 pieces 24” long and 2 pieces 3 ½” long and 4 pieces 9
¾” long as shown below. Cut 2 -- 2”X4” X8’ as shown.
Use this section
for 2 pieces 3 ½”
long

9 ¾” each of 4 pieces
24”

24”

3. Use 3 of the 36” pieces and 2 of the 17.5” pieces, layout as shown below and join
together with 1 ¼” screws. A piece if scrap 1”X4” board makes a good spacer.
Scrap pieces for spacers

12”

3.5”

4. Use the remaining 17.5” pieces and attach one to the bottom side of each wing as
shown below.
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5. Assemble bases using 3 ½” multipurpose screws. This jump is made so the base is
removable. Be sure you have a snug fit. The design is such that the base can be
attached to the wing if desired.
These corners should
be beveled as shown
via shaded area.

2”X4”X9 ¾”

2”X4”X24”
¾”

6. Attach sacrificial foot and jump cups to one side of the wing as shown below.

Base
Foot

Back Issues of the Notebook
We’ve changed the way we do back issues. Back issues are available for only $2.00. Visit
our online store at http://www.dogwoodagility.com.
If you are a regular subscriber who has missed an issue to which you were entitled in
your subscription, you should purchase the back-issue online. Though it will be necessary
for you to enter a valid credit card, if you remind us in the Notes while placing the order
that you are a current subscriber, your credit card will not be charged.
The Just For Fun Agility Notebook still is not available in hard-copy format.
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Training Plans for the Agility Center
– by Bud Houston
dogwood1@compuserve.com
USDAA Gives League Play a Trial
Kenneth Tatsch and the USDAA Board of
Directors have decided to sanction league play
on a trial basis in separate geographic locations,
and presumably no more than four at this time.
The USDAA will initially follow the Just For
Fun model, in which the host club can pick
games, and define the rules and standard of
performance, as they see fit.
As the USDAA ponders its motivation, the few clubs currently doing league play on the
North American continent are pondering their own. Much of the sentiment among these
clubs so far has been that the USDAA needs them more than they need the USDAA.
I’m a big fan of the idea. Dogwood will certainly be one participant in the USDAA pilot
league program. My motivation, of course, it to see agility grow as an inexpensive
recreational sport. I mean, and no offense, that I don’t think this should be a yuppie sport.
It’s too expensive today by any measure. I figure with fifty-some-odd million dogs in this
country, agility should be as natural as a pick up game of basketball to anyone who wants
to play.
The USDAA’s participation as a league sanctioning organization will spawn the
formation of hundreds of ad hoc agility players’ associations that meet for the specific
purpose of playing the ongoing competition of the League.
Call For USDAA League Players
This is your opportunity to establish your club or players’ association as one of the first
that are USDAA sanctioned. Please send me a firm commitment if you want your group
to participate in the USDAA’s pilot league sanctioning program.
Here’s what you’ll need (soon):
•

$50 sanctioning fee

•

League Rules. If you need help drafting these I’d be happy to send you a copy of
what we use at Dogwood as a guideline.

•

A schedule.

The follow-up paperwork will include a report of games played; and a list of dogs and
handlers on the winning team (if you are tracking an MVP dog you should include the
names of the dog and handler as well).
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Class Handouts
I’m continuing my mission to compile the ultimate resource for agility class handouts.
You’ll notice in this issue of the Just For Fun Agility Notebook that Week 5 is graced
with handouts for Beginners and Advanced Beginners. But, there are no handouts (yet)
for the successive weeks.
Frankly, a handout is a lot of work. I’ll work for two or three days to make the hand-out
exactly right. There were just wasn’t enough time this month to get it all done. So, it will
be two whole months before I will publish the handouts for the last three weeks of the
two basic classes.
Jo Ann Mather has agreed to lend her artistic touch to these handouts so that they aren’t
quite so plain. The handout is always more interesting to the student when it is more than
a wall of text.
I renew my call for contributions to this project. I’ll sweeten the pot a bit. Every
contributor to the handout reference will get a free copy of the compilation once it is
complete. And, for each handout topic that you send, I’ll increase your subscription to the
Notebook by three months.
I’ve long ago discovered that handouts are an aid to student retention. They give the
student guidance for at-home work. Working at home enhances the student’s success.
And success is often the most important determinant as to whether a student will continue
with the sport.
To Err is Typographical
It’s pretty funny these days. I get a bit of mail from people pointing out to me this “typo”
or that. It’s usually something in my pages of the Notebook; but I also get the occasional
note about something on my web page.
I say it’s funny because, frankly, it’s remarkable anything ever gets out of here without
some kind of typographical error. Every month I write 16 separate lesson plans, and
invent at least four games to be played in our ongoing Agility League.
Last month’s Notebook had at least one glaring error. The footers all had the wrong
month noted. I’ll have to fix the on-line copy one of these days.
I teach something like 52 classes in the same month. I average two weekend seminars of
two to four days, and two agility trials, and more than one 3-1/2 day camp, and of course
I do an abundance of private lessons. I’m collaborating on four other writing projects, and
have at least two of my own in the works. Somewhere in all this I take a bit of time to do
my chores (on 10 acres mind you), to train my own dogs, and answer an average of 30
emails a day.
There are writers who sit and agonize over a manuscript of 200 or so pathetic pages for
more than two or three years. Sorry folks, that just ain’t me. I write it once and just get on
with it. Agility is a dynamic sport. If I were to spit and polish, spit and polish, until
somebody comes to take it away… whatever I have written would be out of date by the
time I got it published.
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So, keep those reminders of typos coming. But do remember that I always accept them
with more grin than chagrin.
I suppose I should be burned out by now. I’ve pursued an aggressive calendar for several
years. 2001 has already been optimistically plotted. If I don’t actually break down (take
your pick, mental or physical), and if I don’t get sick, it should be an exciting and busy
year.
Tunnels for Norway
Solvieg Trippestad, bless her heart, asked me to divert the money I’ve been collecting to
buy and ship to her tunnel-poor club in Norway a pipe tunnel. She asked that I send the
money collected (about $400) on to Helix Fairweather, whose dog has had to undergo an
expensive medical treatment.
We’ve started rebuilding the fund. It is growing nicely, based on ongoing sales of
Solvieg’s wonderful reference Handling Techniques in Agility. The sales has been aided
by Dogwood’s electronic store at http://www.dogwoodagility.com. We’re back up to
about $200, and growing.
Tunnels are very expensive in Norway; and it’s more a matter of the shipping than the
cost of the tunnels themselves. We’d like to buy and ship a couple to Solvieg’s club in
Norway so that they can do the exercises we publish monthly in the Notebook that are so
often full of tunnels.
Airplane Notes
The Rolling Cross – I have traditionally taught the front cross (crossing turn) as a means
of creating a precise corner to establish a straight-line path for the dog. Conversely, I’ve
taught the blind cross as a means of getting a tighter turn, and more efficient path. The
blind cross always deserves a note of caution; use a crossing turn rather that a blind in
the presence of an option. An option is a path that presents itself to the dog that is more
logical, or compelling, than the path actually numbered by the judge.

[Note: Arrows in the handler’s path indicate the
direction the handler’s toes and shoulders are
pointing through the rolling turn.]
H

D

The rolling (front) cross is a crossing turn that would be sloppy were the objective to
create a sharp corner. The idea is to get the dog turning. This is accomplished by the
handler’s rotation. The handler rolls into the turn and tracks across while competing the
turn.
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Phantom Cross – I heard it from a top competitor out in Northern California that the
blind turn is no longer in vogue. Apparently once a dog learns the blind cross he will take
cues from the handler that are unintended and result in undesirable consequences.
We’ll not be abandoning the blind cross any time soon at Dogwood. Instead, my focus
will be to understand and teach the appropriate discipline to withhold the cues for the
blind turn when it’s not intended.
3

2

1
H

D

The drawing shows an off course
as the handler attempts to bring the
dog around the horn. The dog sees
the turn as a blind and tucks up
behind the handler. The
unsuccessful performance (the
phantom blind) is cued to the dog
by the handler dipping his left
shoulder and/or rolling through the
post turn without a good
connection with his dog.

The handler’s discipline in the sequence is the key to the dog being well directed. First
off, the turn shouldn’t be perceived as a “U,” but as a “V.” That’ll help the handler avoid
rolling through the turn. The handler attends to business by staying square to the veepoint, with inside shoulder (right) down to the dog. The handler wraps the dog around his
position, fully, before releasing in the line to jump #3.
It’s also possible to get a phantom crossing turn. In this
sequence the handler is attempting a crossing turn. The
handler’s movement to the corner is supposed to get the
dog past the off-course tunnel entry, and the rotation to
create a square corner and a line right over the A-frame.

H

D

I’ve had students whose dogs consistently turned before
the intended corner, resulting in the off-course into the
pipe tunnel. “You’re cueing the turn,” I’d say. The
exasperated student will reply “I’m not! I swear!” Truly
the cue is incredibly subtle, so much so that even my
trained eye can’t always see it.
Let’s side track the exercise. I’ll tell my student, “Forget the turn. The turn doesn’t exist.
What I want you to do is run the opening two jumps and bring the dog to the exact point
where you would have done the turn… to your lead hand. When the dog touches your
hand, end of exercise. A remarkable thing happens in this side-track exercise. Although
the movement to the end point is ostensibly the same, suddenly the dog will not take the
phantom turn. It’s like magic.
What cues the turn to the dog is the subtlest of rotation on the part of the handler. It could
be a rotation of the shoulders, the butt, or the knees. It might be the lead hand swinging
back instead of pushing forward. The key to the handler’s discipline is to move to the
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turning spot as though there were no turn… and then doing the turn only when the dog is
in position.
Wild Ohio Arm – This is Susan Garrett’s name for the off-arm signal in a tandem turn. I
guess she makes liberal fun of it at her camp; and prefers to teach the inside-arm for the
tandem.
We teach both at Dogwood. Some dogs find one choice more compelling than the other.
Personally I’ve come to prefer the inside arm signal, though with one of my boys (Bogie)
the off-arm is extraordinarily compelling in a deep and hard turn (180°, for example). The
inside arm turn was first showed to me by Barbara Mah. And for awhile I made fun of it,
calling this the “La La” turn (Barbara is from La La Land, after all). Then I discovered
that my young dog Birdie immediately responds to the inside arm turn. I became an
instant advocate of the inside arm.
What actually makes the Wild Ohio Arm compelling to the dog is that the handler is
likely to rotate his shoulders through the turn. It is decidedly difficult to teach a handler
to rotate his shoulders using the inside arm, though frankly this rotation of the shoulders
is important to the turn.
The off-arm can also be a problem on course. Bringing up the off-arm can help the
handler apply pressure against the dog’s path to either make a bend in the path (like a get
out), or even to keep the dog on a straight path. Keeping in mind the little matter of the
rotation of the shoulders, the off-arm will often cause the dog to go catapulting out of his
intended path, possibly even into a deep turn resulting in terrible things like off-courses
and refusals.
Obstacle Focus vs. Handler Focus – In agility we create a balance between focus on the
handler and focus on the obstacles. If the dichotomy of focus is out of balance we’ll get
undesirable results.
For example, if the dog is too handler focused then the dog will tend to work “behind the
knee.” That is, the handler will always be dragging the dog through every performance.
The team’s speed will be limited to the speed of the handler.
On the opposite side of the coin, the dog that is too obstacle focused will be difficult to
direct, or control.
The training plan should have an over-all strategy to bring the obstacle vs. handler focus
into balance. Obstacle Focus (Basic conditioning [‘round the clock]; progressive sending;
targeting; lateral distance conditioning; obstacle name discrimination). Handler Focus
(lead hand [Figure of Eight]; recalls; leash work; sequencing).

Dogwood Training Center
http://www.dogwoodagility.com/store
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Week 5 – Just For Fun Standard
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Novice Course

Briefing
This is a standard course run, using Just For Fun rules. Dogs in the Advanced
Competition classes must run the Advanced course. Dogs in the Novice competition
classes must run the Novice Course.
Refusals are not faulted. Up contacts are not judged. Dropped bar, missed contact, and
off-course, on and off the table, leaving the table before the judge has said go, are all 5
faults. There are no specific faults associated with the weave poles. The handler must
correct the dog so that all poles are performed (weaved) by the dog.
The performance on the table is a down. Listen for the judge’s Go!
Marking Your JFF Dance Cards
• Beginners; running the Novice Course; zero faults.
•

Intermediate; running the Advanced Course; zero faults; over 50 seconds.

•

Superior; running the Advanced Course; zero faults; 50 seconds or less.
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Beginners Class Plan – Week 5
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It is not our intention to do the long sequences shown on this class plan. Each of the
longer sequences are broken up into shorter, more modest sequences. Beginner dogs are
not ready by the fifth week to do sequences of more than three or four obstacles.
You’ll notice a bit of back-sliding by the fifth week of training. While you might be
content that it’s a natural part of the training cycle, your students might not particularly
understand why their dogs have suddenly forgotten what they knew only last week.
You’ll have to be a good counselor in this matter and soothe them. Be ready to back up a
step with each and any of the obstacles, and repeat some of the basic introductory
methods to help restore the dog’s confidence and understanding of those obstacles. Use
plenty of reward for the dogs, including food treats and enthusiastic praise.
On the other hand, some dogs may demonstrate boundless enthusiasm in their new-found
confidence with some obstacles (especially, the A-frame). For the first time they may be
bailing the down contacts because they are running and playing with some joy. Now is
the time to insist that your students slow the game down at the bottom of the contacts,
giving the dogs good food treats, possibly even laying their hands on the dog to bring it
all to a stop. There’s no sense in reinforcing any missed contact performances.
Black Sequences
1-2 Dogwalk-Long Jump – In this sequence work with handlers’ motion and the
presentation of the two obstacles. The Dogwalk should be presented to the novice dog
without rushing on. The handler should point straight down into the contact and not move
on until the dog’s feet are up on the ramp. On the down contact the handler should come
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to a stop alongside the contact zone and give the dog a food treat. This encourages the
dog to stop alongside and accept the treat.
On the turn up to the long jump the handler should first establish the dog on a right lead,
and then push through pointing to the jump.
3-4-5 Tire-Tunnel-Tire – The handler’s movement should be quite simple. It wouldn’t
hurt to leave the dog in a sit-stay and take a modest lead-out, initially presenting the tire
from the landing side. As the dog commits through the tire the handler moves forward,
pointing down into the tunnel. Coming out of the pipe tunnel the handler should establish
the dog on a left lead and bring the dog around for a straight approach to the tire.
6-7-8 Pinwheel – This is a simple 3-jump pinwheel. Encourage your students to work
through each jump. They should not be stopping alongside of the jumps.
White Sequences
1-2 Tunnel-A-frame – The handler should introduce the dog to the pipe tunnel on a left
lead. On the exit the handler scoops the dog up, establishing a connection on a left-lead
while moving forward to the A-frame. The A-frame should be presented to the novice
dog without rushing on. The handler should point straight down into the center of the
contact and not move on until the dog’s feet are up on the ramp. On the down contact the
handler should come to a stop alongside the contact zone and give the dog a food treat.
This encourages the dog to stop alongside and accept the treat.
3-4 Weave Poles-Teeter – Point out to your students that this is a right-turning sequence.
Consequently, they should put their dogs through the weave poles on the left side. The
weave poles should be fully wired. Give everyone a chance to work through the weave
poles without having the dog on-lead. If the dog’s jump over or duck under the wires, the
handler should reattempt the sequence on-lead.
On the approach to the Teeter the handler must establish a connection with the dog on a
left lead. With a Novice dog the handler should move slowly, alongside the dog during
the performance of the obstacle. On the down contact the handler should come to a stop
alongside the contact zone and give the dog a food treat, encouraging the dog to stop as
well.
5-6 Tire-Weave Poles – The handler’s movement should be quite simple. It might be
best to leave the dog in a sit-stay and take a modest lead-out, initially presenting the tire
from the landing side.
On the landing side of the tire the handler needs to establish a connection on a left lead
for the turn into the weave poles. If a dog needs to be on lead the handler should snap on
the lead after the turn from the tire.
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Beginners’ Handout – Week 5
What Makes Your Dog Go?
So! You’ve decided to sign up for agility
classes with your best friend! Congratulations!
Before exploring what makes your dog go, who
motivated you to start on this life-long learning
experience? Was it a neighbor, a good friend or
perhaps even a co-worker? Perhaps you were
watching an agility demonstration or a trial?
Or, by chance, did you dog drop you
an email note suggesting this was a great idea? Chances are you were the part of your agility
‘team’ who took the initial step to contact someone to find out when and where classes are held.
And while it isn’t important how you became interested, it is important to note that although you
know you’re going to start learning to play the agility game, quite frankly, your canine friend
doesn’t have a clue.
I once heard an agility trial judge state, “Agility is a game that our dogs are willing to play with
humans.” She continued by stating that she has yet to see dogs play this game on their own or
when running wild in packs. The points of her statements were for the exhibitors to treasure our
teammate’s willingness to learn and participate in this human created team sport.
Our jobs, as the human part of this team, is to provide our canine partners with a positive attitude,
unconditional love, constant consideration of safety, and MOTIVATION. A motivator is the
‘what’ one attains when a task is complete. Some of the more common human motivators are, in
no particular order, fame, money, power, pride, adventure, life-long learning, and self-respect.
So what motivates your dog? The primary canine motivators are toys, food, and praise. Various
dog breeds have specific breed characteristics that handlers can capitalize on when tapping into a
dog’s motivation. For example, some dogs enjoy the chase, others food, and others, simple praise.
And within each breed there are many different personality types—as many different
personalities with likes and dislikes as us human types.
The above are all, when correctly applied positive motivators. There are also negative motivators
(not to be confused with punishment), and should be applied only in cases when a dog
demonstrates aggression towards other dogs or humans. Negative motivators are used to
extinguish inappropriate behavior, and if used incorrectly in an attempt to bring to a dog’s
attention the incorrect performance of an agility obstacle could easily make a dog unwilling to try
to give the correct performance.
Our job as handlers is to take into the agility game all the knowledge we have about our canine
friend, and experiment to find what makes and keeps our dogs interested and happy when playing
the agility game. This is where your ability to try different positive motivators has no limits
except your imagination. You may find that the toys/food that your dog adores at home don’t
work at all in a different environment. That certainly doesn’t mean your dog doesn’t enjoy them
at home, just that you need to find something different (e.g., ‘better’) as a motivator when playing
the agility game.
As you progress through your classes, you may find that you need to change the motivators or
add new motivators. Some additional motivators include the tone of your voice, arm and hand
cueing, and over time, playing the agility game is on its own a motivator.
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Relax and enjoy this special game with your dog… you may well find that you learn quite a few
lessons about yourself in the process of playing this wonderful game. One common anecdote
commonly found on pillows and bumper stickers is that we (humans) want to: “Be the person
your dog thinks you are.” Agility provides us with that opportunity, and so very much more.

Homework: Come!
For this exercise, get out that special food treat your dog would die for. You are going to
teach your dog to Come on command. This exercise is in three parts and is typically not
something that you are going to accomplish in only one day. Give yourself and yoru dog
several days—or weeks, if necessary—to master each part.
There is no rule that says you must use Come as the command to bring your dog to you.
If you’re afraid of confusing the agility Come with a crisp obedience Come, it is okay to
use another word, such as Here, (though the conventional wisdom is that the dog knows
the difference between obedience and agility.)
Part 1
1. Using a 10’ to 12’ lead, leave your dog on a stay and go out to the end of the lead and
face the dog. Have your food treat in hand, ready for action
2. Tell your dog to Come, in an enthusiastic voice.
3. If your dog does not immediately come, quickly reel him in to you using the lead.
4. Praise your dog enthusiastically and quickly give him the food treat. The quicker you
give the reward the better the dog will associate coming to you with the reward.
When your dog consistently comes to you without an assist, proceed to Part 2.
Part 2
1. Leave your dog off-lead on a stay, and go out about 10’ to 12’ and face the dog. Have
your food treat in hand, ready for action
2. Tell your dog to Come in an enthusiastic voice.
3. Praise your dog and quickly give him the food treat.
4. If your dog fails to come to you, you must return to Part 1 of this exercise. If your dog
is consistently doing this exercise with enthusiasm, go on to Part 3.
Part 3
Do the exercise as in Part 2. However, you should begin to:
1. Increase the distance between you and your dog one time doing the exercise from 20’,
and the next from 6’.
2. Do the exercise in different places. Go behind the dog or off to the side of the dog. Go
stand behind a tree or hide from view before recalling your dog.
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Black Numbers – In this simple sequence the handler’s motion should be continuous and
probably as brisk as possible. After getting the dog into the pipe tunnel the handler will
want to slow it down only during the performance of the pipe tunnel so that dog and
handler will be together on the exit of the pipe tunnel to get into motion, together. The
real challenge in the sequence will be the turn from jump #3 to #4. The basic lesson is
that the dog turns when the handler turns. So the handler should not turn before the dog
has actually committed to the jump. This invites the dog to refuse the jump, or may cause
the dog to drop a bar at jump #3. The turn from jump #3 to #4 would be a great place to
do a blind turn, putting the dog on the handler’s right side on the approach to jump #4.
White Numbers – This is a simple dog-on-left sequence. At this point in the dog’s
training the dog should be fairly confident on the obstacles. So the lion’s share of the
training is directed at the handler. Teach your students to point the way for their dogs.
The hand signal into a pipe tunnel on onto a contact obstacle should be low. The hand
signal for a jump or the tire should be higher, pointing up to direct the dog’s attention
upward.
In general we want the handler to stay in motion. But there are a exceptions to this rule.
When presenting a pipe tunnel the handler should continue to move towards the entry and
not pull away until the dog is clearly committed into the tunnel. At the A-frame the
handler should point down into the contact and refrain from rushing on until the dog’s
feet are committed onto the ramp. On the descent of the contact the handler should come
to a stop alongside the contact. It’s a good idea to give the dog a food reward in the down
contact to encourage the dog to come to a stop alongside the handler.
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Black Numbers – You want to work on your students in the performance of this
pinwheel so that they stay in motion. This means that they should not be stopping next to
each jump to present the jumps to the dog. They should also stay in motion in a positive
direction of the course. This means that they should work one jump at a time. The handler
should not be turning up to jump #2 before the dog has done jump #1. The handler should
not be turning to jump #3 before the dog has done jump #2; and so forth. These are basic
disciplines when directing the dog to jump in a turning sequence. Of course it is the
nature of a pinwheel that it is constantly turning. Tell your students that they should not
feel trapped inside the pinwheel. Address each jump in a positive direction, and keep
moving, even if it means stepping out of the pinwheel to compel the dog.
After jump #3 comes a long straight line to the long-jump/hurdle combination. In this
line, after the dog has committed over jump #3, the handler should run as quickly as
possible to spur the dog on to do the same.
White Numbers – This sequence isn’t much different from the previous sequence. After
the tire at #3 the dog has a long run out to the teeter. Some dogs will still be quite nervous
about the teeter and will use this opportunity to run past it as though they didn’t see it.
You want to teach you students to make a presentation of the teeter to a novice dog who
is moving at some speed. The easy thing to do is an RFP. In this movement the handler
turns gently back towards the dog. This tucks the dog into the handler’s position, and
slows the dog down. As the dog comes alongside the handler the handler will turn back,
towards the teeter, and make the presentation. The handler should work calmly alongside
the dog, and not be in a big hurry. If necessary, the handler can catch the board so that it
doesn’t bang down and startle the dog.
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Black Numbers – After the pipe tunnel comes a pinwheel. Remind your students that
they have two performance commands that they should always be ready to give their
dogs: 1) The names of the obstacles; and 2) changes of direction. It is the nature of a
pinwheel that a change of directions comes after each obstacle. So the handler should be
prepared to call the dog through every turn.
The discipline that you’d like to see them develop is that they do not give the name of an
obstacle until the dog’s nose is pointed to the obstacle. That is a clue to the handler’s job.
It is the handler’s job to point the dog’s nose through the course. Where the dog’s nose
goes, the rest of the dog tends to follow.
In the approach to the long jump the handler should really get into motion. It is especially
necessary for the handler to be in good motion in the presentation of a hurdle that has a
dimension of depth.
White Numbers – We’ve reversed the direction of the flow, making it a dog-on-right
sequence. Novice dogs are likely to refuse the tire even if they are doing other hurdles
nicely. It would be a good idea for the handler to take a modest lead-out while the dog is
in a sit-stay, and present the tire on the landing side.
Continue to work the presentation of the A-frame and give a food treat on the descent.
Note that when the dog comes out of a pipe tunnel he will be for a moment disoriented,
not knowing which way to go. The handler should establish a connection on a right lead
and immediately show the #4 jump. All of this should be done while in motion. There’s
really no call for the handler to be stopped at any time after the dog has come out of the
tunnel.
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Black Numbers – This is a reversal of the previous sequence. The sequence starts with
the long jump/hurdle combination. This would be a great place to start the dog a bit
further back than usual, and get the dog running for the initial presentation. It probably
would work against the handler to have much of a lead-out, because the handler will want
to be on the inside of the turn to jump #2. Remind your students to give a timely
command to turn, and keep talking to the dog until the dog is fully turned to the jump.
The handler’s discipline should be to give a command for an obstacle only when the
dog’s nose is pointed at that obstacle. This is a clue to what the handler’s most important
responsibility is in directing the dog: Get the nose pointed. Where the dog’s nose goes,
the rest of the dog tends to follow. This take extraordinary discipline. It is the agility
instructor’s job to teach his students (mostly by nagging them constantly).
The handler might want to get the dog out a bit to square up for the turn, as it is presented
at a depressed angle. But it won’t take much of a push.
White Numbers – This sequence includes a bit of a riddle. The sequence turns to the
right after the weave poles at #3. Chances are that a very novice handler will keep the dog
on right through the performance of the pipe tunnel, and be caught on the wrong side of
the turn as the dog exits the weave poles. You should let your students run this sequence
once with the handling of their own choosing before pointing out the obvious: during the
performance of the pipe tunnel the handler needs to get on the dog’s right side in order to
be on the side of the turn after the weave poles. Your students will naturally do either a
crossing turn or a blind turn while the dog is in the pipe tunnel after you’ve pointed out to
them what they need to accomplish.
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Advanced Beginners’ Handout – Week 5
Teaching the Lead Hand
One of the essential tools when working a dog
in agility is the lead hand. The handler leads
the dog by using arm and hand to show the dog
which side to work. The lead hand is always
the hand closer to the dog.
The dog must be taught to pay attention to and
to follow the handler’s lead. This can be taught
to the dog with a very simple exercise. Put two
straight-back chairs about eight feet apart. The
handler starts in the middle with his dog,
between the two chairs. The handler must have
both hands loaded with food. In this exercise
the dog gets plenty of reward. Now, the handler
goes into motion and shows the dog around the
two chairs in a figure of eight. When the dog
comes up to the lead hand, the handler will pop
a food treat in the dog’s mouth. The dog is
being rewarded for attention to the lead.
Note that the dog should always be on the longer track, and the handler on the shorter. That
means that the handler will keep his body between the dog and the chair at all times. It also
means that the handler will have to change lead hands between the two chairs. The actual turn is
a crossing turn. That means that the handler will flip around in front of the dog and put the dog on
his opposite lead each time he changes directions with the dog to go around the other chair.

Remember, give lots of reward to the dog so that the dog will be very keen to follow the handler’s
lead. Dog’s can be very clever about exercises like this.

Attention, On Cue, in a Distracting Environment
The objective of the following exercises, as the title of this section suggests, is to teach
our dogs to give us attention, on cue, in a distracting environment. This training continues
from the Attention exercises in the week 2 homework.
Key elements: No corrections! We reward the dog for offering attention and she, in turn,
teaches us to feed her when she gives us her signal. Were upping the ante this week and
asking our dog to work hard around more distractions to get the treats.
Equipment: Lots of treats cut in small pieces, a plain buckle collar and a 20-foot light
line.
Step 1 – Put the plain buckle collar and 20-foot line on your dog. Hold two hands full of
treats where your dog is very aware of them.
By this phase in the training, your dog probably knows what the game is as soon as you
attach the long line. Load up with treats and go into your routine of walking quickly and
quietly in random patterns. Move to a more distracting area, closer to other dogs or
people. Work in this more distracting environment until your dog is responding
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consistently with her signal (sit and stare at your face). Give her enough time to
remember what she learned in the past week. Do not accommodate your inattentive dog,
but remain constant in your immediate rewards.
Step 2 – Move into a very distracting environment, close other dogs and people, and
increase your walking speed. You’re now asking the dog to think faster and work harder
at offering her signal (sit and stare at your face). Don’t accommodate inattention, don’t
make it any easier for her, but begin increasing the rewards by adding jubilant praise with
the treats. We want to help her begin understanding that all good things come from you.
Step 3 – You’ve now got a dog that, with noise and distractions, is rushing ahead of you
to offer attention and get rewarded. What could be more beautiful?!? Well, a dog that
does this on cue might be nice, right? So were going to introduce our signal, and help her
understand how it enhances the game. As you continue your quick and quiet random
walking pattern, your dog should be rushing past you to offer her signal (sit and stare at
your face) fairly consistently. As she runs past you, stop walking and turn toward her,
enabling her to offer her signal more easily.
Do this new step 10-12 times until she’s offering her signal consistently on cue -- the cue
being, quite simply, turning silently into your dog.
When you’re ready to quit this training session, get one last signal with eye contact, feed
all the remaining treats, and praise your dog.
Remove the long line, put your regular leash on your dog, and relax.
Homework – Practice step 3 every day for 5-10 minutes, perhaps substituting your dogs
dinner for the (probably) less nutritious and higher-calorie treats.
Your Dog’s Favorite Reward
Have you noticed your instructors talking about your dog’s favorite reward? This could
be a food treat or a toy, such as a ball or a Frisbee™.
When you train your dog you should be using the favorite reward of your dog. Do you
know which is your dog’s favorite? If not, try asking your dog. Get your dog’s favorite
treat in one hand, and his favorite toy in the other. Now, give him his choice. He will
answer the question of favorites for you.
A dog may be really not for liver treats this week and only so-so care about them a few
weeks later. With food it’s sometimes useful to rotate what you use. Here are some ideas
for you to try with your finicky eaters or for dogs that don’t appear to be food motivated
with run-of-the-mill treats:
•
•
•
•
•

Roll-Over™ or Oinkeroll™
Liver muffins
Beefeaters Turkey Stix™
Freeze-dried Liver
Easy Cheese™ or string cheese
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Micro-waved hot dog pieces
Beef processed in a food dehydrator
Clean Run Crunchies
Baa-baa Q’s (lamb lung)
Tidbits of roast beef or ham
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Black Numbers – The key to this sequence will be the turn from jump #1 to jump #2.
The handler might start with the dog in a post turn. Of course, this would necessitate a
tandem turn from jump #2 to jump #3. Note: A tandem turn is a cross behind the dog on
the landing side of a jump.
Of course the simpler thing to do would probably be to line the dog up in a straight line
through jumps #1 and #2, and keep the entire sequence on a left lead. Your students
might be a bit wary of this handling because of the indirect approach to a double bar
spread hurdle. It won’t be as difficult as your students think. Keeping in mind the notion
that the handler’s motion might be minimized in the performance of the pinwheel, the
handler might want to begin the pinwheel in the tandem position, that is, with the dog on
his right lead. On the landing side of jump #2 the handler executes a tandem turn (cross
behind the dog on the landing side).
White Numbers – In this sequence the key change of directions will be from jump #3 to
the weave poles at #4. The handler must take into consideration the direction of the turn
after the weave poles, to the right. Because of the direction of this turn the handler will
most likely want to put the dog on the left for the performance of the weave poles.
Handlers who have practiced the blind turn will want to do so after jump #3. This will
probably give you the opportunity to talk about when it is appropriate to do what kind of
turn. The blind turn is used generally to get the most efficient turn possible. However, in
the presence of an option, a clear alternate path to the dog, it is usually a better idea to do
a crossing turn than a blind turn. Also, you would use a crossing turn when you want a
corner and a line. This is always desirable on the approach to the weave poles.
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Black Numbers – This sequence consists of two post turn sweeps, the first with dog on
right, and the second with dog on left. The two sweeps hinge on a turn from the tire at #3
to jump #4. Of course you should allow your students to run this once with the handling
of their own choosing. Afterwards, you might show them a crossing turn from #3 to #4.
A blind turn might do as nicely. You can explain to those whose dog goes off-course into
the pipe tunnel that in the presence of an option (an alternate course to the dog’s point of
view) it is usually better to switch to a crossing turn rather than a blind. The crossing turn
could save this sequence from the off-course penalty. In the cross the handler at no time
drops his connection with his dog, and the rotation of the handler’s body towards the dog
is very compelling.
White Numbers – In this sequence the dog has a depressed approach to jump #2 coming
out of the weave poles. Following jump #2 the dog must be turned sharply to the left for
the proper entry to the pipe tunnel. Of course the right side of the pipe tunnel is more
properly presented to the dog, so the handler must do something very compelling to turn
the dog. This would probably be a good place to introduce the RFP to your students. An
RFP starts with a turn back towards the dog’s path, in this case as though the handler
were going to turn sharply left and pick the dog up on a left lead. As the dog commits
towards the handler the handler will turn back and resume with the dog on the original
lead.
In doing the RFP the handler really should step back towards the weave poles in the first
part of the movement. The best way to convince a dog that you are going in a new
direction is to (for a moment) go in that new direction. This movement also gets the
handler out of the dog’s way so that the dog has a clear approach to the pipe tunnel.
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Black Numbers – The real difficulty in this sequence will be the approach to the
depressed #3 jump. The handler has a couple of options. One would be to simply keep the
dog on a right lead from the #2 pipe tunnel to jump #3. This would be the most simple
solution, and might be the best. If the dog gets ahead of the handler, however, he might
not have a good approach to jump #4 and will run past it on the left, incurring a refusal.
Another option would be to pick up the dog on left coming out of the tunnel and sweep
up to jump #3 with him. This means the handler is caught on the side away from the turn
from jump #3 to #4 and will have to do a tandem turn from #3 to #4. One of the attributes
of the tandem turn is that it will accelerate the action. The handler will be running at full
tilt. This motion is more often than not inspirational to the dog. More novice dogs will
not understand the tandem, and in their show and confused movement will make it
difficult for the handler to make the cross.
White Numbers – This sequence is just a nice down and back sweep. After jump #2
comes a left turn. We teach a verbalization in a turn. It doesn’t necessarily have to be
Come! or Here! It might just as easily be “Woo woo!” a nice sharp and poignant sound to
get the dog’s attention and to make the dog look at the handler. Of course, when the dog
looks he should have something to see. In this case, what the dog should see is the
handler moving away, in the direction of jump #2.
Coming back out of the pipe tunnel at #4 the handler must redirect the dog to jump #5.
The most compelling thing to the dog might be a crossing turn. It is very difficult to get
students to actually save the rotation of the cross for when the dog is emerging from the
tunnel. But you should try anyway. The rotation doesn’t mean much to a dog when he’s
in the tunnel. He can’t see the handler.
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Black Numbers – This sequence starts with a dog on left sweep, and hinges to a dog on
right sweep on the landing side of the tire at #2. If the handler tries to make the turn from
the tire to jump #3 a post, it’s very likely that the handler will be in an untenable position.
It would be very easy to put the dog off-course over the double bar hurdle after #3 if the
handler is on the dog’s right. So the turn in this sequence should probably be a crossing
turn, transferring the dog from a left lead to a right lead, and leaving the handler
comfortably in a post position for the balance of the sequence.
The handler should avoid getting stuck in the turn from jump #4 to #5. If the handler is
ahead of the dog at this point (which is likely to be true with at least 50% of them), it is
pointless for the handler to stumble to a stop. It would be far better for the handler to
push through the performance of jump #4 and make a blind turn to jump #5.
White Numbers – The key turn in this sequence will be to the final obstacle, the weave
poles at #5. The beginning of the sequence sets up the dog to be working at some speed,
which means the handler will have to be very compelling in the turn from jump #4 to the
weave poles.
Your students will probably be disposed to use a post turn down to the weave poles at #5.
There is really no problem with this handling if it actually works. The advantage of a post
turn is that it puts the dog on the handler’s left side, which is the side most are more
comfortable working. However, the post turn often results in a loopy and slow turn,
mostly because the handler’s movement is diminished (thereby minimizing important
motion cues to the dog.) You should also get your students to try a crossing turn from
jump #4 to the weave poles. This puts the dog on their right side.
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Black Numbers – There are a couple of ways to handle this sequence. Whatever works,
whatever has the dog happily in motion, is right. The real question in this sequence is
what kind of turn the handler will make from the double at #3 to jump #4. One possibility
is to make it a post turn. The handler will probably want to scoop the dog out of the
tunnel to avoid getting caught by the dog standing flat-footed along jump #3. This
handling somewhat increases the possibility that the handler will subtly (or not so subtly)
indicate the change of directions before the dog has committed to jump #3. This increases
the probability that the dog will drop a bar on the double. If the handler keeps the dog on
right for the turn, that means that a tandem turn is in order from jump #4 to jump #5.
The alternate handling of this opening would be for the handler to press through jump #3
and do a blind turn to jump #4, putting them on the inside of the 4-5-6 pinwheel.
White Numbers – In this sequence the key change of directions will be from jump #3 to
the weave poles at #3. The handler must take into consideration the direction of the turn
after the weave poles, to the right. Because of the direction of this turn the handler will
most likely want to put the dog on the left for the performance of the weave poles.
Handlers who have practiced the blind turn will want to do so after jump #3. This will
probably give you the opportunity to talk about when it is appropriate to do what kind of
turn. The blind turn is used generally to get the most efficient turn possible. However, in
the presence of an option, a clear alternate path to the dog, it is usually a better idea to do
a crossing turn than a blind turn. Also, you would use a crossing turn when you want a
corner and a line. This is always desirable on the approach to the weave poles.
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Black Numbers – This sequence employs a trick that a lot of course designers really like
to do. The sequence sets up a lot of speed into a technical turn. By the time the dog gets
to the tire at #6 he should really be flying. If the handler is able to push the dog ahead
from jump #3 to #4, he should be ahead enough on the landing side of the #6 tire to use a
good crossing turn. If the handler is slightly behind a Mitchell Flip would be very
compelling to the dog. The real difference between the crossing turn and the Mitchell
Flip is that the cross puts the dog on the handler’s left lead on the approach to jump #7,
making a post turn as the only handling for the turn to jump #8. A Mitchell Flip would
put the dog on the handler’s right lead, making the turn from jump #7 to #8 a tandem
turn.
White Numbers – What should immediately strike your students is that the course
actually favors the right side of the #3 pipe tunnel. The only real problem is that the
correct course is the right side of the #3 pipe tunnel. A handling option that might work is
for the handler to push the dog up out of the weave poles and do a crossing turn, or even
a blind turn, on the landing side of jump #2. The problem with this approach is that a dog
with any speed whatsoever will beat the handler to the landing side of jump #2, making
any kind of handler turn problematic.
This would be a great place for a Mitchell Flip. The Mitchell Flip is second cousin to the
RFP. A combination turn, it starts like a cross (a turn towards the dog), as does the RFP.
However, rather than crossing back, towards the dog, the handler rolls out into a Blind
turn. The Flip provides for robust handler movement, more compelling that any verbal
could possibly be, which can be effective from a lateral distance, or even slightly behind
the dog. It’s not a good movement for a less than athletic handler.
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Black Numbers – This sequence begins with a very flat and depressed approach to jump
#3. The simplest thing to do would possibly be the best thing to do as well. Just keep the
dog on the right on the approach to jump #3. This handling introduces the possibility that
the dog will miss jump #4 altogether by running out to the left of the jump. Another
possibility in showing jump #3 would be to hold the dog on a left lead for a moment after
coming out of the pipe tunnel, and then cross to put the dog up to jump #3. In this
handling there’s a big possibility that the dog will look at an off-course through the tire.
So the handler’s change of leads will have to be very compelling to the dog.
Most of your students will probably intuitively turn their dogs left on the #5 jump. If they
do so after running the sequence once with the handling of their own choice, you might
specify handling and make them do a tandem turn at jump #5 in order to get their dogs
turning right on the jump. This adds a lot of speed to the sequence. This handling
introduces the possibility of a back jump over jump #5. So the handler needs to work
hard for connection with the dog after the tandem turn. You should also consider doing a
blind turn from jump #6 to #7 to keep the handler in motion.
White Numbers – This sequence is like the first exercise that you put your students
through. It calls for a technical turn down to the weave poles after jump #6. Again you
should probably avoid the blind turn due to the presence of an option, in the back jump
over jump #3. A crossing turn would be just the right turn. Remember that a crossing turn
is a matter of position, and not of timing. If the handler gets the turn too soon, the dogs’
approach to the weave poles will be a bit too much on the perpendicular side. Think of it
this way, if you were to draw the weave poles up as a continuous line, the line would
point straight through the exact spot in which the crossing turn should be executed.
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Black Numbers – You can begin by pointing out the obvious to your students. It’s a
straight line from the tire at #1 to the pipe tunnel at #2. So there is no sense in lining the
dog up for a turn (and an off-course in this case). Indeed, the handler can take the offcourse entry to the pipe tunnel out of the picture by taking the lead out with dog on left.
The handler will want to cross from the tire at #3 to jump #4, keeping the dog on post
going into the pinwheel. With a pinwheel the handler’s movement is often diminished,
because the handler’s path is so much shorter than the dog’s path. Aside from squaring
the dog up for the approach to each jump, the handler is obligated to stay in motion. The
handler needs to think outside the box to make the dog’s performance of the pinwheel as
robust as possible. This could mean stepping out of the pinwheel (with a blind turn), and
then stepping back into the pinwheel with a tandem turn.
White Numbers – By this time of the evening your students should be thrilled by a
sequence that gives them two good looks at the weave poles. The first turn, after the tire
at #2 should probably again be a crossing turn to create a nice corner and a line into the
poles.
On the second turn to the poles, after jump #6, the handler will probably not want to do a
crossing turn, since the turning direction after the poles is to the right. This would be a
good place for the Mitchell Flip. One of the qualities of the flip, like the RFP, is that the
resolved lead hand does not change. The dog starts on the handler’s left, and will be on
the handler’s left on the approach to the poles. [Note: The Mitchell Flip is a 360º turn. It
starts with a turn back towards the dog’s path, like a crossing turn or an RFP; but it
immediately turns into a blind turn after the first movement.]
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Week 6 – Dealer’s Choice
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Dealer’s Choice is a training game popularized by seminar leaders like Nancy Gyes of Power
Paws, in San Jose California. It is an excellent game for agility classes because it stretches the
handler not only to make strategic choices in running their dogs, but also to execute a plan based
on those strategic choices.

Briefing
The objective of this game is to perform the obstacles, by number, from start to finish. On
the course are six dealer’s choice clusters of obstacles with the same number (1-2-3-5-67). The dog must do each of the obstacles in each of the clusters, and will do so in the
order and direction the handler chooses.
The obstacles in each cluster must each be performed before moving to the next cluster or
obstacle. Taking an obstacle outside of the cluster before finishing the cluster, will be
faulted an off-course. No performance is required on the table The dog’s time starts when
he leaves the table, and ends when he gets back to the table.
For the purpose of League Play, using Just For Fun rules, the game will be scored faults,
then time. (Knocked bar, missed contact, off-course are 5 faults; failure to perform is 20
faults).
Marking Your JFF Dance Cards
• Games III, zero faults to qualify.
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In this lesson plan you should be sequencing two obstacles at a time, and only after each
of the two obstacles have been reviewed.
Black Numbers – Review the weave poles and the dogwalk (obstacles #3 and #4)
individually, then sequence the two together. By this point in the dogs’ training, they
should be working through the weave poles (which will be fully wired) without the
benefit of being on leash. Get your students to use a lure if necessary to show the dog the
way through the poles. If the dog jumps over or ducks under the wires the handler should
immediately put the dog back on lead for a couple of repetitions. The dog should be kept
on lead while doing the weave poles until he seems to be picking his own way through
the poles without the handler having to intervene with gentle pressure on the dog’s leash
and collar.
On the dogwalk ask your students to make a presentation of the ramp. Once the dog’s
feet are committed to the ramp the handler should move forward, keeping constantly in
front of the dog until he (the handler) reaches the down contact. At that point the handler
should come to a complete stand-still, and offer the dog a reward as the dog moves
alongside.
Review both the table and the A-frame (obstacles #5 and #6); then sequence the two
together. It’s time to begin asking for a performance on the table. Teach the quick sit
exercise. This is very simple, and compelling for the dog. Holding a treat in hand the
handler presents the table to the dog. The handler will immediately give a Sit command
and rock his fist past the dog’s head. This should set the dog back on his rear. As quick as
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the dog assumes a sit position the handler must open his fist so the dog can get the treat.
Between each performance of the sit the dog should be pulled off the table. The clever
dog, on learning what it is that makes the handler open his hand and give up the treat, will
teach the handler to open the hand quickly, and so will have a faster and faster sit
performance.
Review both the pipe tunnel and the double-bar spread individually (obstacles #1 and
#2); then sequence the two together. The dog should get an immediate reward on
completion of each obstacle.
White Numbers – Review both the table and the teeter (obstacles #1 and #2); then
sequence the two together. It’s time to begin asking for a performance on the table. So
you should teach the quick down exercise. This is very simple, and compelling for the
dog. Holding a treat in hand the handler presents the table to the dog. The handler will
immediately give a Down command and place his fist on the table (not over the edge, as
this encourages the dog to keep his butt up in the air). As quick as the dog assumes a
down position the handler must open his fist so the dog can get the treat. Between each
performance of the down the dog should be pulled off the table. The clever dog, on
learning what it is that makes the handler open his hand and give up the treat, will teach
the handler to open the hand quickly, and so will have a faster and faster down
performance.
Review the collapsed tunnel and jump (obstacles #3 and #4). If you still have dogs that
are timid of the collapsed tunnel it might be necessary for you to hold open the chute the
first repetition or two so that the dog sees daylight and is more likely to volunteer to
move through.
This may be the dog’s first exposure to a winged hurdle. It is the nature of a wing that it
puts a bit of distance between the dog and handler. Don’t immediately assume that the
dog will go over the bar rather than around the wing to be close to the handler. When
introducing a winged hurdle the initial presentation should have the handler straddling the
bar and luring the dog over the bar with the arm opposite the dog. Next, change the
presentation so that the dog is left addressing the jump while the handler goes to the
opposite side. Use a lure if necessary and call the dog straight over the center of the bar.
This presentation should be made both on the dog’s left and the dog’s right.
Finally, sequence the two obstacles together. After the dog gets into the collapsed tunnel
the handler should be encouraged to move to the landing side of jump #4 to show the dog
the path over.
Review the pipe tunnel, the jump has already been reviewed (obstacles #5 and #6). Make
sure the dog gets an immediate reward on exiting the pipe tunnel. After the review,
sequence the two obstacles together. The handler’s presentation of the jump should be an
upward motion of the lead-hand; the presentation of the tunnel should be low, and
pointing right down into the opening of the tunnel. Continue to reward the dog on the
completion of the sequence.
Since you’ve already reviewed the bar jump you’ll begin this exercise (Jumps #7 and #8)
by talking about how to teach a lead out. You will have your handlers work for a lead out
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both with dog on left and dog on right. Work as long a lead out as possible so that the dog
can succeed. It’s counter-productive to take such a long lead-out that the dog fails in the
exercise.
The rules for a lead-out are simple. Dogs are rules oriented. If we have rules for the
performance, the dog learns. If we are inconsistent, changing or ignoring our own rules,
then the dog has no basis from which learning can take place. So these are the rules. Tell
the dog to sit, only once. Tell the dog to stay, only once. Then boldly walk away from the
dog, keeping an over-the-shoulder eye on the dog. If the dog moves, immediately return
to the dog and move him back to the place and position in which he was told to wait. Do
not repeat the commands (either with a voice signal or a hand signal). Boldly walk away.
If the dog moves… return the dog to place and position. Walk away again. If he moves,
return him to place and position. You should get the point by now. If the dog moves, you
do not reward him for starting the team. You always put him back in position. These are
the rules.
There are also a couple rules for the handler. As the instructor you should be consistent in
making these corrections. The handler should not lead out to a stop. The movement away
from the dog establishes a line for the dog in a parallel path. The handler should also keep
his shoulders square to the dog’s path (shoulders aimed in the direction the dog is
supposed to move). The handler should not stand or move with the shoulders faced
perpendicular to the dog’s path. The handler should especially avoid turning around to
face the dog as in an obedience recall. This is completely counter-intuitive to the dog.
Any of these counter-intuitive motions or postures could result in the dog running around
the jump being presented in the lead-out.

Novice Camps

Treat yourself and your dog to a four-day agility
and games vacation in rural Ohio. These unique weekday
camps are limited in size -- everyone
gets personal attention from one of America’s
favorite agility trainers.
Camp Dogwood
an intimate agility experience (15 campers only)
Camp fee only $300 / Instructors Camp is $460
($100 deposit required); Auditors $150
Contact Marsha Martin at 8738 Slocum Road, Ostrander, OH 43061
(740) 666-2018 - dogwood2@compuserve.com
http://www.dogwoodagility.com
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Advanced Camps

June 19 to June 22, 2001 (full)
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Other Camps
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Advanced Beginners Class Plan – Week 6
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Black Numbers – This sequence is essentially a serpentine. It is the nature of a
serpentine that the handler needs to change sides to the dog at some point. There are two
ways you should encourage your students to run this sequence.
Open the sequence with the dog on right for the first three obstacles. On the landing side
of jump #3 the handler will cross behind the dog. This is a tandem turn. The handler
picks the dog up on a left lead on the ascent of the dogwalk.
Try the sequence also with a blind turn during the performance of the pipe tunnel. This
might be the easiest thing to do. The majority of the sequence can be performed with the
dog on the handler’s left side.
White Numbers – In this sequence the easiest thing to do would be to keep the dog in
the post position, down and back with dog on the left. You should challenge your
students to try it a couple different ways.
Run the sequence on the tandem side. That is, start with the dog on the right, and push the
dog off into the tunnel on the landing side of jump #2. The handler must be careful not to
push before the dog has committed over the jump, or else the dog could drop the bar. The
tandem turn is a cross behind the dog. So the handler would finish the sequence with dogon-left.
Run the sequence with a blind turn during the performance of the tunnel. The handler
starts with the dog on left, does the blind turn, and finishes the sequence with dog on
right.
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Black Numbers – This is a same-sided sequence. The handler needs to be careful not to
press ahead so far during the dog’s performance of the pipe tunnel that he (the handler) is
standing still at jump #3. The handler should never be standing still while the dog is
working.
The handler may be a bit trapped inside of the pinwheel at the end of the sequence. Just
to keep it in motion the handler could press past jump #4 and make a crossing turn from
jump #4 to jump #5. Be careful not to start the rotation of the crossing turn before the dog
has committed over jump #4. The approach to jump #5 is quite depressed. If the handler
doesn’t make a good turn the dog may run past the final jump. We’re using a crossing
turn specifically to create a nice corner on the approach to jump #5.
White Numbers – This is a same-sided sequence. After running it once with the
handling of your students’ choice, you’ll probably have to point out to them that it’s a
nice straight line from jump #1 to the table at #3. Therefore, the opening should be done
as a straight line. Rather than setting the dog up square to jump #1, the dog should be set
up so that it’s a straight run all the way to the table. The handler will probably want a
modest lead out to keep the line straight.
On alternate repetitions require a sit and a down on the table. Give your students a nicely
paced table count. Remind them that the dog isn’t allowed to leave the table until the
judge says “Go.” During the performance the handler should take a couple short steps
towards the teeter. Your students should begin practicing a modest lead-out while the dog
is in position. Many novice students will crouch over the dog and stay glued through-out
the table count.
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Black Numbers – There are several ways to handle the opening of this sequence. You
might want to have your students try each of them. The handler could start with the dog
on right and push up to jump #2, after attending to the contact zone, keeping the dog on
right. This means the handler will have to try a tandem turn on the landing side of jump
#2, or a back cross on the take-off side.
The handler could start with the dog on right, and do a cross on the descent of the Aframe. This resolves the change of sides without having to do any fancy handling at jump
#4.
Perhaps the simplest way to do this sequence would be to keep the dog on left all the
way. At the bottom of the A-frame the handler will just kick out, directing the dog to
jump #2. The handler has to be careful not to collide with the dog.
White Numbers – With each repetition practice a lead out away from the dog. The
handler should move to a position on the landing side of jump #1 before calling the dog
to start. The handler’s motion in a lead out establishes a line for the dog. If the handler
comes to a stop the line goes away. Consequently the handler should not lead out to a
stop. Instead the handler should call the dog to start without breaking stride.
This sequence features a dramatic change of directions from jump #4 to jump #5. During
the performance of the pipe tunnel the handler should move forward quickly to have a
position in front of the dog on the landing side of jump #4. If the handler stays still during
the performance of the tunnel the dog will be ahead on the landing side of jump #4 and
the approach to jump #5 will be a problem. The best handling from jump #4 to #5 would
be a crossing turn, though certainly a blind turn would also work.
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Black Numbers – The trickiest part of this sequence will be the approach to the A-frame.
The handler’s job will be to pull the dog in on the landing side of jump #5. If the handler
is fast enough he can out race the dog to the landing side of jump #5 and do a crossing
turn or a blind turn. But for most of us, our dogs are faster than we are. So if the dog is
ahead of the handler on the landing side of jump #5, the handler should pull dramatically
to the right, and then kick off to the A-frame.
Another approach to solving this sequence would be to do a crossing turn on the landing
side of jump #4. But, in this context, this is a very technical turn and might be a bit much
for your Novice students.
White Numbers – This sequence is a bootlace. Continue working with the crossing turn.
One will be required on the landing side of jump #1, and another on the landing side of
jump #4. There are other ways to do the sequence. But your students need solid work
with the crossing turn.
Although you could argue that it’s a straight line from jump #1 to jump #2, you should
make no issue of that fact in this exercise. Instead, insist that the dog’s are lined up at the
start to address jump #1 and #4 in a straight line. This will make the handler’s execution
of the crossing turn a necessity. The handler should take a lead out so that he is well on
the landing side of jump #1 before the dog commits to the bar. As soon as the dog
commits up to the jump, the handler must execute the crossing turn.
It wouldn’t hurt to get your students to do a figure-of-eight exercise (with plenty of food
treats for the dog) before doing this exercise. It’s a reminder to the dog to be keenly alert
to the handler’s lead hand change in the crossing turn.
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Black Numbers – This sequence starts with four jumps in a three jump pinwheel. What
we mostly want to accomplish when doing pinwheels is to keep the handler in motion,
and certainly to fix handling flaws like stopping next to each jump, or cornering at the
jumps. In this sequence there are probably two good transitions out of the pinwheel and
into the turn up the dogwalk. The first approach would be to keep the dog on right for
each of the first four jumps and do a tandem turn on the landing side of jump #4. An
alternate plan would be to do a blind turn on the landing side of jump #3, and do a simple
post turn to get the dog up on the dogwalk after jump #4. Your students might begin this
sequence in the tandem position (dog on left) to accelerate the dog through the pinwheel.
White Numbers – This sequence is mostly down and back. The difficult turn will be out
of the collapsed tunnel. This transition most likely calls for a crossing turn. The handler
will need to get a connection with the dog quickly as he exits the tunnel, and wrap the
dog around for an approach to jump #4. Perhaps a Mitchell Flip would work as well. But
the handling would be gratuitous unless there was some compelling reason to have the
dog on a left lead for jumps #4 and #5.
What the handler should recognize as an important bit of intelligence about this sequence
is that he doesn’t really have to run to the end of the collapsed tunnel to pick up the dog.
Instead, it wouldn’t be a bad idea for the handler to wait alongside the barrel opening of
the collapsed tunnel while the dog goes on through. Then the handler could call to the
dog and do a bit of a cross to pull the dog back to him (on a right lead, mind you). As
soon as the dog comes back enough to square up for the closing line of jumps, the handler
can rotate back to the dog and push through the jumps.
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Black Numbers – From the table the dog is faced with a discrimination at the tunnel &
A-frame. Given the direction of the turn after the tunnel the handler would do best to
assume the magnet position. As the dog comes out of the pipe tunnel the handler has at
least two options. If the dog is really fast the handler can keep the dog on a right lead on
the approach to jump #3, starting into the pinwheel with a tandem turn.
If the dog is a bit slower the handler can step up into the pinwheel and cross, showing the
dog the #3 jump on a left lead.
Another approach would be to show the pipe tunnel to the dog in the blocking position
(dog on left). This would put the handler on the tandem side on the approach to the
pinwheel. This means the handler really has to run to get alongside the dog at jump #5.
The corner should be aggressive. We generally show our students an inside-arm signal on
a tandem turn, rotating the shoulders, pointing to and pushing at the next jump.
White Numbers – This sequence is somewhat more technical than the first. The final
three obstacles are arranged in a tight serpentine. Note that jump #4 is somewhat out of
line with jump #3. Whatever turn the handler decides to take from #3 to #4 the handler
must push the dog forward just a bit before turning back to the #4 jump.
Have your students try two separate approaches to the serpentine. First, try a post and
tandem. That is, make the turn from jump #3 to #4 a post turn; then turn the dog up to the
teeter with a tandem turn on the landing side of jump #4.
The second approach might be a bit harder. Ask your students to make the turn from #3
to #4 as a blind turn, and the turn from #4 to the teeter a blind.
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Black Numbers – This sequence is quite a bit like the previous, with some subtle
differences. There’s no clear advantage to taking the magnet position over the blocking
position. For example, if the handler blocks the approach to the tunnel (obviously, taking
the blocking position), it shouldn’t be too difficult to work the dog on right over the Aframe and kick the dog out to jump #3.
On the other hand, the handler could take the magnet position and handle this sequence
pretty much as the previous sequence was handled, either working for the tandem turn on
the landing side of jump #3, or crossing in front of the dog on the descent of the A-frame
in order to work the dog on right through the pinwheel.
White Numbers – This sequence is just a simple loop, and probably should be handled
as such. The dog can be taken on a right lead from the table at #1 all the way to jump #5.
The turn and redirection on the landing side of jump #4 is at least as tough as the turn
from #2 to #3.
The post turn mightn’t be very compelling to the dog. Don’t be surprised if you lose more
than one dog across the box to an off-course back over jump #2. To be more compelling,
the handler might want to do a crossing turn (rather than simply screaming after the dog
and rolling the shoulders) on the landing side of jump #4. This handling amounts to quite
an active dance on the handler’s part. The handler pushes the dog out over jump #3, then
fades back quickly to the landing side of jump #4. The handler must get back into the box
in front of the dog, because the handler needs to be ahead to execute the turn in front of
the dog. As quick as the dog commits over jump #4 the handler must execute the crossing
turn and get a connection with the dog to show the path to jump #5.
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Black Numbers – The puzzle of the discrimination continues in this exercise. Your
students have to decide whether the blocking position or the magnet position will be most
effective in this sequence.
Almost certainly the blocking position will put the handler in better position to handle the
pinwheel following the A-frame. The course turns to the left, and the handler wants to be
on the turning side of the course. The serpentine, however, is turning the opposite
direction. So the handler must figure out how to make another side change for the rightturning part of the course. One easy way to do this would be to work the dog over the
A-frame on his right, and do a crossing turn as the dog dismounts the A-frame. This only
works if the dog slows enough on the ramp to allow the handler to execute the cross.
Another solution would be to enter the pinwheel on the tandem side, and do the tandem
turn (cross behind the dog) on the landing side of jump #3.
White Numbers – Again we have a simple sequence that can probably be handling all on
one side. The dog needs to be pushed up after the teeter so that when turned back has a
nice presentation of jump #3.
After jump #4 the handler needs to be careful and compelling so that the dog does not go
off course into the pipe tunnel. While ordinarily a blind turn might be an effective way to
turn the dog from jump #4 to jump #5, we usually discourage the blind turn in the
presence of an option, that is, an path that is more compelling to the dog than the one that
was actually numbered by the judge.
It would be wiser on the part of a handler to switch to a crossing turn in the presence of
the option. The rotation of the handler’s body will be compelling to the dog.
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Black Numbers – The opening of this sequence could be quite interesting. If the handler
starts with dog-on-right in order to get set up for the direction of the turn in the pinwheel,
it is possible that more than one handler will push the dog away to an off-course over the
A-frame. This sequence might run prettier if the handler starts with dog-on-left and sets
up to do a tandem turn on the landing side of jump #2. This means that the handler will
probably be in position to do another tandem turn at the same jump, #5, as the dog comes
out of the pinwheel for the turn to the dogwalk.
The approach to the #7 pipe tunnel from the dogwalk will be pretty tough. The dog will
not see the tunnel entry until the instant he is turned to it. The table should not be
discounted as an off-course possibility. As the handler makes the approach to the tunnel
with dog-on-left he’ll have to carefully watch the dog’s focus and be prepared to take
measures to tighten the dog up to his position. The turn to the tunnel might be a post or a
crossing turn to get the dog into the tunnel.
White Numbers – The opening of this sequence could certainly be approached with
some interesting handling. If the handler starts with dog on right, then it will be necessary
to do a back cross or a tandem turn at jump #2. It’s probably a better idea just to keep it
simple, working the dog-on-left for the first six obstacles.
The most significant challenge of this sequence will be the transition from the pipe tunnel
at #4 out to the teeter at #5. The handler must thread the dog between off course obstacles
on either side. Most handlers approach this conservatively, virtually heeling the dog
through the gap. The boldest handling would be to push the dog through the gap at full
speed, possibly doing an RFP to jog the dog around the table.
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Black Numbers – This sequence starts with a controlled approach to the A-frame and
tunnel discrimination at #2. The handling of the discrimination is possibly dictated by the
direction of the turn coming out of the pipe tunnel. This is a very hard left turn. So the
handler probably will not want to use a block to solve the discrimination because it puts
the handler somewhat behind when he needs to try to get ahead.
The most significant challenge in this sequence will be the approach to jump #6. Coming
out of the pinwheel the dog will have a good look at an off-course to either the pipe
tunnel or the A-frame. A post and tandem might be the best approach.
The final discrimination will be the toughest of all. Again the handler will have to be
aware of the table while pulling around the A-frame. The most simple solution might be
to wrap the dog tightly around the pipe tunnel, using the handler’s position to block the
approach into the off-course.
White Numbers – The opening of this sequence contains a lovely serpentine from jump
#3 to the teeter at #5. This should be quite simple using a crossing turn or a blind turn on
the landing side of jump #3, turning to a post from jump #4 to the teeter.
In the closing the dog must be turned sharply out of the collapsed tunnel at #6 back to
jump #7. A very hard turn follows jump #7. Because the handler has to attend the dog on
the approach to jump #7 it’s unlikely that the handler can be far enough ahead to do any
kind of cross in front of the dog. So that leaves a post and tandem combination movement
from jump #7 to #8. Indeed the handler might just keep the dog on right all the way
through the jump.
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Black Numbers – Again, down field challenges possibly dictate how the handler
approaches solving the discrimination at #2. If the handler wants to turn the dog to the
right after jump #3 the handler will approach the discrimination in the body magnet
position (the assumption being that the handler’s body is a powerful magnetic attraction,
and the dog will gravitate towards the obstacle closer to the handler). If the handler wants
to turn the dog left after jump #3, then the handler will probably want to handle the
discrimination from the blocking side. Any time the direction of a turn is handler’s choice
the handler must weigh benefit vs. risk of one side over the other. Ask your students why
they chose to turn the direction that they elected to turn. Just for fun, get them to re-run
making the turn in the opposite direction.
White Numbers – This sequence opens with a nice straight line across the box. At the
end of the line comes a very hard turn to jump #4. The turn after jump #4 might be more
of concern than the one leading to it. If a bar is likely to drop in this sequence it will be
jump #4. The handler has to exercise a bit of discipline and allow the dog to jump before
indicating the change of directions to jump #5. The handling of the turn should be simple
enough. The best option might be to push forward for a crossing turn on the landing side
of jump #4.
In the closing, the dog has a difficult approach to the collapsed chute at #8. If the handler
can stay alongside the dog a get out on the landing side of jump #7 should do the trick. If
the dog’s a lot faster than the handler, on the other hand, it might be a mistake to hold the
dog on the left. For the really fast dog the handler might want to experiment with a back
cross on the approach to jump #7. The handler must be prepared to turn the dog back on
the landing side of jump #7 because the dog will be swinging to the left, and away from
the collapsed tunnel.
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Black Numbers – This sequence combines some of the elements of the previous
exercises, with a bit of a twist in the opening. The handler must decide whether the
opening should be handled as a block, or in the magnet position. The magnet position
might be a little harder as the push to the left to jump #3 is at more depressed an angle
than the previous push to the unnumbered jump to the right of the A-frame.
Following jump #4 is a wide transitional turn to the dogwalk. This should not present any
real difficulty so long as the handler tends the dog’s turn around a post position to line the
dog up for the ascent.
The most interesting transition will be from the dogwalk to the pipe tunnel at #6. The
opening of the tunnel is invisible to the dog for most of the approach. The A-frame and
table both offer off-course opportunities to the dog. The handler’s presentation of the
tunnel is influenced somewhat by the sequence following, back up the A-frame.
White Numbers – This sequence starts with a very sharp turn from the teeter. It should
be inconsequential since there is no bar to drop on the turn. The handler should not turn
so early that the dog is pulled of the plank before gaining the down contact, but not so
late that the dog runs wide and takes an off-course over jump #6 (or even the collapsed
tunnel).
The path back to the teeter from the pipe tunnel at #4 should be very interesting. We had
an approach from tunnel to teeter in a previous sequence. But the entry and exit of the
tunnel were reversed. Again, the boldest movement would probably be to run the dog at
it, using an RFP to pull the dog in to the handler’s position, and away from the table.
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This is a delightful training game concocted by Canada’s M.J. Thuot. This is a directional game
mostly intended for Novice dogs and handlers. It can be played individually or in teams of two or
three. This is just the ticket for tunnel enthusiastic dogs. Perfect for a Corgi, eh?

Briefing
The dog performs the sequence indicated by numbered cones. The dog must first perform
the weave poles (the stem of the 4-leaf clover), and then perform each of the leaves of the
clover. The handler can earn bonuses for remaining in the containment area. The
sequence ends as dog makes his way back down the stem to the table.
Note that the tunnels all can be performed with the dog going in either entry. (If you
really wanted to toughen up this game, you could require the dog to make one entry or
the other. This has serious consequences in terms of handling at a distance.)
The Standard Course Time is 40 seconds. When the whistle blows to indicate the end of time,
handler and dog must leave the course.
The dog starts and stops on the table.

Scoring
Three-Leaf Clover is scored points, then time. Each handler starts with 100 points.
The judge will call out all point deductions. Points lost will be deducted; bonuses earned added.
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Deductions
• Stepping out of the square to help the dog perform the proper tunnel entrance carries a 5-point
deduction for each occurrence.

•

Bars down, and wrong courses carry a 5-points deduction.

•

A missed pole not corrected carries a 20-points deduction for failure to perform. if corrected,
no points are deducted.

•

The handler who has to leave the course because of expired time earn an additional 25 point
deduction. The team’s time will be recorded as 40 seconds.

Bonuses
• The dog performing a leaf or the stem of the clover while the handler remains in the
containment earns 5 bonus points. (Note: all tunnels are bi-directional).
•

The dog performing the entire sequence while the handler remains in the containment
box will earn an additional 50 bonus points. Note that only by staying inside the box
for the entire sequence does the team qualify for the 50-point bonus. Thus a team may
have bars down, missed poles, and so forth, and still qualify for the 50-points.

Marking Your JFF Dance Cards
To earn a qualifying score the dog and handler team will have to earn more bonuses than
penalties and perform the entire sequence in less than the allotted time.
•
•
•

Games I – A score of 105 or better
Games II – A score of 120 or better
Games II – A score of 175

A Call For Agility Games
– Bud Houston
dogwood1@compuserve.com
Stuart Mah and I have decided to write the 2d edition of the Book of Agility Games. This
process will probably take the rest of this year.
Do you want to be famous? Revered? Published? If you’ve invented your own agility
game we’d like to hear about it! We’re interested not only in the hard-bitten games of
competition but fun games that clubs play on social nights and on special holidays.
Please email your game design directly to me at the address above. Tell us when the
game was first played, and where it was played. We’d appreciate a course map and a
complete description of the rules.
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Black Numbers – This is a simple sequence. You’ll use it to introduce or reinforce
simple handling concepts. The most obvious handling rule in a sequence like this is that
the handler should be on the turning side of the course. That means the dog will be on a
left lead throughout. The handler should begin with a modest lead-out, with the dog left
in a stay that is in a direct line through the center of jump #1, to the pipe tunnel at #2.
The handler’s lead hand in the presentation of the pipe tunnel should be low, pointing
straight down into the pipe tunnel. The handler should not turn away from the entry to the
tunnel until the dog gets in. This calls for a bit of discipline. Many handlers will assume
that the dog is going to get it. But the dog may not, if the handler’s body is turning away.
The dog is more likely to follow the directive of the handler’s movement, than the
directive of the handler’s verbal.
White Numbers – This is a simple sequence. On alternate repetitions you should work
on both down and sit performances on the table. You’ll also want to encourage your
students to take a modest lead-out from their dogs during the performance on the table.
You want to get them to get comfortable about using the table performance as an
opportunity for them to take up a strategic position on course.
At the pipe tunnel you should introduce a handling movement called a “scoop.” The idea
of the scoop is that the handler will save movement away from the tunnel, towards jump
#4, for the moment the dog first emerges from the tunnel. Think of it this way, if the
handler runs forward to jump #4 while the dog is engaged in the tunnel, the dog will see
the handler slowing down, or at a full stop. This is never desirable.
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Black Numbers – The sequence starts off with the teeter. You should remind your
students that the need to slow the action down as the ramp comes down to insure that the
dog hits the down contact, and doesn’t get a fly-off on the obstacle. If the handler comes
to a full stop alongside the down contact zone the dog will either come to a stop, or slow
down as well.
Following the teeter is a 180° over two jumps. Mostly what you want your students to do
is work through the first jump before indicating the change of directions to the second
jump. The turn is on the landing side of the jump; the turn is when the dog lands, and not
before the dog takes off.
The dog’s approach to the pipe tunnel may have him pointed more to the off-course entry
than the correct entry. This is a good opportunity to introduce a basic concept of handler
discipline. The handler should not give a command for an obstacle until he has the dog’s
nose pointed at it.
White Numbers – This is a dog-on-left sequence. Not much of a lead-out is really
required from the table to the weave poles. You should alternately work on down and sit
performances. The handler needs to give an early command for the weave poles; just
about the instant the dog lands on the floor coming off the table.
The balance of the sequence should not be too difficult. The approach to jump #3 might
be kind of interesting. Some handlers will actually make a turn when they reach the
standard of the jump. In fact, the handler should keep working in a straight line, parallel
to the line the dog is expected to work, until the dog is up and over the jump. The turn is
on the landing side of the jump; the turn is where the dog lands.
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Black Numbers – The handler must be disciplined at the down contact of the A-frame.
The best policy is to come to a complete stop and offer the dog a food treat to encourage
the dog to come to a complete stop in the down contact, or at least to slow down. Note
that the food should focus the dog straight down through the center of the ramp, and not
up and away from the ramp.
This is quite a bit like the previous exercise, as a 180° turn follows the performance of
the A-frame. Again, make sure your students work through the first jump before making
the turn to the second.
The entry to the tunnel is the opposite entry. The handler must be careful not to come to a
stop alongside jump #3, as that will put him behind the dog, making the approach to the
opposite side entry to the tunnel a problem. The handler should be running in a long
straight line with a clear signal to the tunnel.
White Numbers – This sequence is a wide open romp. After getting the dog into the pipe
tunnel the handler needs to take up a line pushing out to jump #2. As soon as the dog gets
over jump #2 the handler can turn on the speed and make a foot race of the run down to
the pipe tunnel at #4.
Some dogs may still be refusing jumps. Our approach to refusing jumps is for the handler
to stop the sequence and put the dog over the jump three times, giving the dog a food
treat for each successful jump. This reminds the dog of what is the performance, and
reinforces that idea by giving the dog reward. Don’t let your students give the dog any
kind of verbal reprimand or correction. You don’t really want dogs to be slow and
careful. You want them playing with a lot of joy and enthusiasm.
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Black Numbers – This sequence starts with the teeter. Remind your students that the
need to slow the action down as the ramp comes down to insure that the dog hits the
down contact, and doesn’t get a fly-off on the obstacle. If the handler comes to a full stop
alongside the down contact zone the dog will either come to a stop, or slow down as well.
Following the teeter is a 180° over two jumps. Mostly what you want your students to do
is work through the first jump before indicating the change of directions to the second
jump. The turn is on the landing side of the jump; the turn is when the dog lands, and not
before the dog takes off.
After jump #3 the handler needs to push out and run up to the pipe tunnel at #4. Should
the handler falter at the jump, the dog may tuck inside and make the approach to the
correct entry to the tunnel a problem. The general rule of thumb is that the handler shows
down in the turns, but kicks into a run in the lines.
White Numbers – In this sequence alternately require down and sit performances on the
table. The handler should take a modest lead out during the performance of the table (and
during your table count). The table should always allow the handler to take up a strategic
position on course.
The handler should make a bit of a “scoop” at the exit of the tunnel. If the handler rushes
down the course the dog may catch him slowing down, or completely at a stop, when he
comes out of the tunnel. The turn to the weave poles at #5 could be a simple post turn. It
might also be a good place to work on a blind turn. Some of your students may be
uncomfortable with working the dog on a right lead.
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Black Numbers – This sequence requires the handler to make a bit of an interesting turn.
The handler should present the pipe tunnel at #1 to the dog on his left lead. However, the
balance of the sequence should be handled on the right lead. An inexperienced handler
may fail to seize the moment, making the cross while the dog is engaged in the tunnel.
Instead, the novice handler in a sequence like this will often try to cross behind the dog
on the approach to jump #2, or make a “New Jersey Left” on the landing side of jump #2.
Have you ever driven in New Jersey? In order to turn left, you have to turn right three
times.
This would be a great opportunity to work with your students on either a blind cross or a
crossing turn while their dogs are engaged in the tunnel. A U-shaped pipe tunnel is an
excellent tool for teaching the blind turn. The handler’s motion parallel’s the dog’s
motion. Both are U-shaped. The dog’s path is shaped by the tunnel; the handler’s path is
shaped by his own foot-work. The handler must come out of the turn with dog on right.
White Numbers – If this sequence is complicated in any way it is a matter of the weave
poles. The sequence really demands that the handler work the dog through the weave
poles on his right side. Many handlers are uncomfortable being out of “heel” position in
the weave poles, and often exclusively train their dogs on the heel-side.
Again, watch the approach to the tunnel. The handler should make a clear signal to the
entry and not pull away until the dog is in. However, once in the tunnel, the handler needs
to move forward to make a presentation of the tire. The handler should get a position to
pick the dog up about midway from the tunnel to the tire, and make a clear hand signal
and verbal for the obstacle. The job of the lead hand is to point the way.
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Black Numbers – This sequence is just a piece of simple fun. The handler must turn the
dog after jump #2 back between the jumps and to the tunnel. This is a good opportunity
to work on a crossing turn. The rotation of the handler’s body in a crossing turn is very
compelling to the dog.
In a 180° turn the handler has to be careful not to cause the dog to back-jump the jump.
So as the dog commits over the bar the handler’s first motion is to track out laterally to
get the dog around the jump. This is called a tracking step. As the dog moves out laterally
and is no longer in danger of a back-jump, the handler can complete the rotation and get
moving to push the dog down to the pipe tunnel.
The pipe tunnel at #3 is a great place to do a scoop. The handler should avoid rushing to
jump #4 so that the dog’s first view of the handler, when coming out of the tunnel, is to
see the handler slowing down or completely standing still.
White Numbers – This sequence can be mind boggling in its complexity for novice
handlers. Consider it a character builder. Any discussion of the sequence should point out
that the handler should try to get on the turning side of the course whenever possible. For
example, the course turns to the right from the onset, with a wicked entry to the weave
poles. However, the course turns left immediately after the weave poles. What is the
handler to do?
The turn after jump #3 is really handler’s choice (or, we could argue, it is dog’s choice).
There really is no correct answer as to which direction the handler turns the dog. The
handler’s job is to provide good motion to get the dog over the jump, and avoid a backjump when making the turn.
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Black Numbers – This sequence is a serpentine. Explain to your students that a
serpentine always calls for a change of sides to the dog. For example, this sequence
begins with the dog working on the handler’s left lead, but should conclude with the dog
working on the handler’s right lead.
Allow your students to run the sequence once with the handling of their own choosing. If
the correct movement is not obvious to them, you might want to specify how they do it.
The easiest approach would be to move past the exit of the tunnel while the dog is
engaged in the performance of the tunnel, and resume the sequence with dog-on-right.
This could be done either, with a blind turn or a crossing turn.
White Numbers – This is a simple sequence. The chief challenge will be the approach to
jump #3, which is presented at something of a depressed angle to the dog. You should
present this to your students as an opportunity to make a straight line for their dogs over
the jump to the pipe tunnel. If they would push the dog straight ahead out of the weave
poles about 10 feet, they’ll find a corner position for the dog. This handling squares the
jump up nicely for the dog and presents the tunnel entry quite naturally to the dog.
The first four obstacles can easily be handled with dog-on-left. However, coming out of
the pipe tunnel at #4 ask your students to affect a change of sides. This could be done as a
blind turn or a crossing turn.
Coming back out of the tunnel, the handler should do a scoop. In a scoop, the handler
waits at the exit of the tunnel, picking the dog up as he exits.
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Black Numbers – In this sequence the dog is presented with a 45º turn on the tipping
side of the teeter. To the dog’s point of view, the sequence will be to the off-course jump
straight ahead. It’s up to the handler to make the turn compelling. Since the jump
following jump #2 requires a right-hand turn, the best movement at the teeter would be a
crossing turn.
Following jump #3 is an in-and-out serpentine. A serpentine like this is always an
opportunity for a show of ugly handling. You can show them how to do it with motion
and grace. Avoid having your students work the line of jumps on one side, bopping the
dog in and out. That teaches them nothing about handler movement, and often causes
failure and frustration. The 3-4-5 part of the sequence could be handled as a series of
blind turns, if the handler is quick enough to get ahead and stay ahead of his dog. If the
dog is really fast, the handler will probably want to post the dog from jump #3 to #4, and
do a tandem turn from jump #4 to #5.
White Numbers – This sequence is nearly a mirror image of the previous exercise, with
one small twist: the correct entry to the pipe tunnel will not be the entry most logical to
the dog. The handler should begin the sequence with dog-on-right. Because of the
depressed angle approach to jump #3 it’s not likely that the handler will be able to plan
any fancy kind of turn on the landing side of jump #3.
The handler might easily turn the dog using an RFP and a verbal directional on the
landing side of jump #3. This would also be a marvelous place to do a Mitchell Flip. Just
as a reminder, the Mitchell Flip is a 270° turn followed closely on by a 90° turn. It’s
almost always a mistake to try to gather the dog in the first movement. The Flip should be
all business.
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Black Numbers – In this sequence you should specify handling. We want to use a
crossing turn to solve the problem of threading the dog through the line of jumps without
taking an off-course by back-jumping any of the jumps.
When using a front cross for a 180º turn the handler should include a small tracking step
out to the side of the jump before actually doing the turn. The dog will match the
handler’s movement and come out to the side of the jump so that the back-jump is no
longer an issue. Just as the dog comes around the jump the handler completes the
movement, turning towards the dog and pushing in the direction of the course. The
pushing advice is very important. It’s nearly always a mistake in a crossing turn to make
it a pirouette and pitch the dog forward. What makes good ballet doesn’t necessarily
make good agility, and visa versa, I’m sure. The crossing turn should be used twice in
this sequence, once after jump #2, and again after jump #5.
White Numbers – This sequence begins again with a turn that presents the wrong side of
the tunnel to the dog. Continue to work with your students on the RFP (or a Mitchell
Flip) as a compelling body movement to change the dog’s path. Following the
performance of the pipe tunnel at #3 is a long outrun, across the building, to the pipe
tunnel at #6, which is again presented with the wrong entry to the tunnel presented to the
dog. This means that the handler will have to run to get into position to make an RFP turn
(or a Mitchell Flip) for the dog.
Another method to solve the approach to the #6 pipe tunnel would be to modify the dog’s
path on the approach to jump #5 so that the line of approach would favor the proper entry
to the tunnel. This would require the handler to push the dog up a bit on the landing side
of jump #4, before turning sharply back for the run down to the tunnel.
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Black Numbers – This sequence begins with an element of the previous exercise. Your
students should be emboldened by now to do the turn from jump #2 to the pipe tunnel at
#3 as a crossing turn, complete with a nice tracking step so that the dog does not backjump #2.
Out of the pipe tunnel at #3 the dog is presented with a straight line of jumps serpentine.
This would ideally be handled either with a series of blind turns or using post and
tandem. Don’t let your students do any ugly handling, like back crosses, or bopping the
dog in and out from one side.
White Numbers – This sequence begins as did the previous exercise. This time,
however, you should challenge your students to handle the redirection into the pipe
tunnel in a different manner. After the performance of the weave poles the handler should
quickly fade back to the landing side of jump #2 to perform a crossing turn in front of the
dog. This essentially puts the handler in a blocking position at the pipe tunnel. If the dog
is too fast for the handler, then it is unlikely that the handler will be on the landing side of
jump #2 before the dog. Ideally this could be handled with a Mitchell Flip, which is very
compelling if the dog is alongside, or slightly ahead of the handler. It might be too much
to ask a Novice student to do a Mitchell flip when they are still struggling to understand
the crossing turn or the blind turn individually.
After jump #4 comes a hard turn down into the weave poles. Most likely your students
will want to do a simple post turn in this transition. Show them how to do the turn either
as a blind turn or a crossing turn so that the dog’s approach to and performance of the
weave poles will have the dog on the heel side (handler’s left). Most of them will be more
comfortable with the dogs on heel side.
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Black Numbers – This sequence is a very forgiving serpentine for an advanced dog and
handler team. The handler will probably leave the sequence on a right lead all the way to
the pipe tunnel at #4. There are likely at least a couple of good ways to handle the change
of sides after the pipe tunnel. For a fast dog the handler will probably have to do a
tandem turn on the landing side of jump #5. For a slower dog the handler could easily
scootch past the exit of the tunnel and assume the balance of the sequence with the dog
working on a right lead.
White Numbers –For the most part this is a straight-forward sequence. The entry to the
weave poles at #2 might be a bit of a problem. If the dog doesn’t really understand the
performance it’s possible that the handler will give too perpendicular of an entry which
will cause the dog to either to enter incorrectly, or miss the turn into poles #2 and #3. In
this case the handler is obligated to post the dog up into the poles in order to straighten
out the entry for the dog. This, of course, makes the possibility of an off-course onto the
table more pronounced.
The #5 through #7 sequence is also a bit of a riddle. The dog’s path out of the pipe tunnel
at #4 over the #5 jump truly does not cut a very straight path to jump #6. So the handler
will have to help create the path. One approach to solving this would be for the handler to
pick the dog up on a left lead coming out of the tunnel to pull the dog up to jump #6 on
the landing side of jump #5. This puts the handler away from the turning side on jump #6.
But a tandem flip or a back-cross at jump #6 should tighten the turn down to the weave
poles at #7. Another approach would be to push the dog hard left coming out of the
tunnel so that jump #5 and #6 are presented in a straight line on the dog’s approach.
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Black Numbers – The previous exercise patterned the dog to the straight ahead jump. In
this sequence the dog must be redirected at about a 45º angle to jump #2. Given that the
approach to jump #3 begs for a right turn from jump #2, the handler will probably want to
do a crossing turn on the tipping side of the teeter.
Jumps #4 through #6 are the familiar serpentine. The handler’s posture at jump #3 should
allow any combination of blind turns, tandem turns and post turns necessary to get the
dog going, and solve the turn from jump #6 to the A-frame at #7. Jump #6 give the
handler (or arguably the dog) a choice of turning directions. The natural turning direction
would be to the left. But when weighing risk vs. benefit, the smarter direction to turn the
dog will probably be to the right.
White Numbers – The turn from the weave poles at #2 to jump #3 will likely have the
handler on the side away from the turn. As the jump is presented to the handler at a
depressed angle it’s up to the handler to bring the dog up enough for a fair presentation
(the handler must also take into consideration that the proper entry to the pipe tunnel at
#4 is not the entry logical to the dog). The turn out of the weave poles might be an Axford
Axle. Or, the handler could simply push the dog up and do a tandem flip to redirect the
dog to jump #3.
The approach to jump #6 is essentially the same problem (a mirror image) that was
presented in the first exercise. The best thing for the handler to do is get the dog on his
right lead during the performance of the pipe tunnel. Then, on the landing side of jump #5
he can pull his dog to the left slightly, and then push back to the right to present jump #6.
This is a Tandem on the Flat.
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Black Numbers – This sequence includes two transitions that require the handler to pull
the dog through the line of jumps without actually taking a jump; from jump #2 to the
pipe tunnel at #3, and from jump #4 to the pipe tunnel at #5. In the first transition the
handler will probably want a crossing turn (though certainly an RFP would help make the
turn from jump #2 through the gap). The crossing turn starts the handler on the side of the
initial turn, and puts him, after the cross, on the turning side of the tunnel. A mirror image
of the same movement on the landing side of jump #4 should work. Remember that a
crossing turn on a 180º turn is a bit technical. Before the turn the handler should take a
small tracking step to get the dog to move out around the jump.
This sequence ends with a serpentine of three jumps. The handler should have adequate
position to do this either as a series of blind turns, or as tandem turns. Encourage your
students to move in and out between the jumps and not try to stand on one side and bop
the dogs in and out. Your mission (as the instructor) is to teach good handling movement;
you can only accomplish that mission by actually getting them to move.
White Numbers – In this sequence the handler is most likely on the side of the turn from
the weave poles at #2 to jump #3. However, the handler should not be too blasé about the
turn to the proper entry to the pipe tunnel at #4. A subtle RFP and a good voice
directional will help make this passage successful. Following the pipe tunnel is a long
outrun across the building with yet another opposite side tunnel entry. As the dog will be
working at full speed the handler will have to hurry to be in position to affect a change of
direction on the landing side of jump #6. Of course it’s possible that the handler could
post the dog (the Vee thingy) to create a straight line of approach for the dog through
jump #6 to the pipe tunnel at #7. After the tunnel is a long transition to the table.
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Black Numbers – This sequence should be a delightful romp. With any luck there will
be enough class time left to run this fourth-sequence. The dog is presented with an offcourse jump dead ahead after the performance of the A-frame. It’s the handler’s job to get
the dog turning about 45º on the approach to the correct jump. This initial challenge is
followed by a down-and-back serpentine. This would be quite lovely if the handler can
begin the sequence with a post to tandem, and make the return trip with a series of blind
crosses. The really fast dog will outrun a handler in a blind-cross sequence. So at some
point the handler of this fast dog must realize that the dog has caught up and surpassed
the handler, and switch back to post and tandem handling.
White Numbers – The opening of this sequence calls for a 180º turn from the tire at #2
back to the weave poles at #3. Which direction should the handler turn the dog? Of
course, whatever works is right. The handler’s job in answering the question is to weigh
risk versus benefit. The approach to the weave poles is more favorable if the handler
turns the dog left, though certainly the table is presented as an off-course opportunity.
The approach to the weave poles really isn’t the same problem as in the first three
exercises, as the approach is made from the off-side. The test here is really if the dog
knows how to wrap the first pole to make the entry. If the handler turns the dog to the
right, then the approach to the weave poles is… to use completely technical jargon, butt
ugly.
Again at jump #4 the handler has a choice of directions to turn the dog. Either direction
should work fine. However, a left turn would be a better choice for helping the dog avoid
an off-course into the pipe tunnel following jump #4.
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This course is based on a Steeplechase designed by Shirley Ann Redl, of Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Canada for her D&S Dogs of Course Monday Night classes. Please excuse the
liberties I’ve taken with this course.
Advanced Competition Course

Briefing
This course is run as a standard sequence. It will be judged using USDAA rules. That
means that contacts on both sides of the A-frame, both ascent, and descent, will be
judged. Refusals will not be faulted. An improper entry to the weave poles will not be
faulted. However, missed poles will be faulted, one time only.
The game will be judged faults, then time. That means the lowest score wins. Time is a
tie-breaker only.
•

5 faults for dropped bar, missed contact, missed weave poles.

•

20 faults for off-course or failure to perform.

Marking Your JFF Dance Cards
A clean run (zero faults) is required to qualify. Dogs that run the Advanced Competition
course qualify for Games III. Dogs that run the Novice Competition course qualify for
Games I.
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This course is loosely based on a Steeplechase designed by Shirley Ann Redl, of Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Canada for her D&S Dogs of Course Monday Night classes.
Novice Competition Course

Briefing
This course is run as a standard sequence. It will be judged using USDAA rules. That
means that contacts on both sides of the A-frame, both ascent, and descent, will be
judged. Refusals will not be faulted. An improper entry to the weave poles will not be
faulted. However, missed poles will be faulted, one time only.
The game will be judged faults, then time. That means the lowest score wins. Time is a
tie-breaker only.
•

5 faults for dropped bar, missed contact, missed weave poles.

•

20 faults for off-course or failure to perform.

Marking Your JFF Dance Cards
A clean run (zero faults) is required to qualify. Dogs that run the Advanced Competition
course qualify for Games III. Dogs that run the Novice Competition course qualify for
Games I.
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Black Numbers – This sequence begins with a straight-ahead attack on the A-frame.
Then the course turns abruptly. The dummy-table shouldn’t offer much chance of an offcourse unless the handler is totally asleep. The course turns back abruptly again after
jump #6. Which way should the dog be turned? The natural turning direction is probably
to the left, though that side also offers the most opportunity for off-course (the most risk).
Try turning the dog in both directions, and see which works better for the dog.
White Numbers – The opening, to the table, is a fairly simple turn. There is some
possibility that the dog will volunteer for an off-course into the weave poles if the handler
doesn’t keep the dog turning down to the table. It could be what is required here is a
crossing turn, to give the dog more compelling motion in the turn to the table. In tight
turning quarters, like this, the handler needs to be careful not to get the rotation for the
turn going before the dog has committed to jump #2. To do otherwise risks having the bar
down at #2.
The approach into the weave poles at #4, from the table, should also be an interesting test
of the handler’s connection with the dog, not to mention the dog’s understanding of the
weave pole entry. The easiest thing to do would probably be to wrap the dog around the
handler’s body to square up the approach to the weave poles. The handler must be careful
not to push the dog out for an off-course over jump #2.
Finally, in the transition from the #5 pipe tunnel to the #7 pipe tunnel, put the dog into the
pipe tunnel at #5 on a right lead. Then pick up the dog with a blind turn at the tunnel exit.
That should insure a good approach to the #7 tunnel.
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Black Numbers – This sequence starts with a gently turning path on the outside of the
working set. Having conditioned the dogs to go up the A-frame in the previous exercise,
your students will have to take care to give the dog a good line through jump #1 and #2 to
avoid an off-course right off the bat. The easiest approach would be to line up the dog for
an approach to jump #1 on a left lead and no clear presentation of the A-frame.
The “gently turning path” turns a bit wicked on the approach to jump #4. This jump is
presented at a depressed angle, and probably with the handler stuck on the wrong side of
the turn. This would be a good place to practice a post and tandem approach to the
depressed jump. The handler pulls the dog sharply to the right on the landing side of the
tire at #3, and then flips back (a Tandem on the Flat) crossing behind his dog. The
approach to the A-frame is a bit of a depressed angle. A gentle RFP would help tighten
up the turn and keep the dog from making too wide and loopy a turn.
White Numbers –The dog turns out of the opening two jumps to the weave poles. This is
a simple post turn. If you’d like to play with it, this might be a good place to work the
dog on the tandem side, in order to get the sequence in good motion. That means the
handler will start the dog on left and cross behind the dog on the landing side of jump #1.
This handler should kick-start the sequence. The obvious handling, to do it as a post, puts
the handler in a position of giving a motion cue that just is not very compelling.
Jump #5 is presented at a depressed angle. The handler needs to decide which side of the
jump to work. A crossing turn would be compelling to the dog coming out of the pipe
tunnel. But of course, this would put the dog on the handler’s left lead, and risks an offcourse into the weave poles. The simplest handling would work best. Keep the dog on
right out of the pipe tunnel at #4, with the handler driving forward to the table at #6.
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Black Numbers – This winds up being a mostly right turning sequence, which pretty
much puts the handler in a same sided position, with dog-on-left. The first turn, from the
tire at #3 to the A-frame at #4 shouldn’t be much of a problem. The handler needs to
allow the dog to push out and square up just enough so that, when turned back, the dog
has a nice approach and fair presentation of the A-frame. Push the dog too far and he may
think of taking the #7 jump as an off-course.
On the return trip the dog is again faced with a left turn on jump #7, which is presented at
a depressed angle in the first place. Again, the best handing is probably a post and
tandem. That is, the handler initially turns the dog to the right, in a post turning move,
and then kicks sharply back to the left in a tandem turn, on the flat. Note that the tandem
is a cross behind the dog and will resolve itself on the approach to the #7 jump with the
dog on the handler’s right lead.
White Numbers – This should be a very nice and easy working sequence. In general
straight ahead and full speed is fine for the dog. If there is a tricky transition it will be
from the pipe tunnel at #4 to the weave poles at #5. The handler will surely cross in the
transition from the pipe tunnel to the weave poles. However, the handler should save the
rotation of the cross until the dog exits the tunnel, to draw the dog’s attention to the new
course. If the handler does all of this compelling rotation while the dog is in the tunnel,
well heck, the dog just won’t be able to see it. After having conditioned the dog to go to
the jump the handler will have to be especially compelling to take the dog past the jump
to the weave poles. However, the movement in this transition should not be tentative. Get
the dog moving in the right direction, and give an early command to get in the weave
poles. Give the dog time to think about the performance by giving an early command.
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Black Numbers – Okay, this is a perfectly gratuitous handling sequence. There’s not
much in agility that reflects this kind of challenge except for maybe USDAA Snooker.
The simple handling to avoid the dummy tire would probably have to be a crossing turn.
This fits neatly with the kind of approach you want to set up for the approach to jump #3,
dog on right.
The next real challenge comes with the turn to jump #7 from the A-frame, followed
closely by the turn to jump #8. Note that the natural turning direction on jump #7 will be
a left side turn for the dog. This begs for a crossing turn, or a blind turn coming off the
A-frame.
White Numbers – This sequence is a bit different from what has gone before. The
opposite side tunnel entry will be the first real test of the handler in directing the dog.
This might actually be a wonderful place to do a back cross. One of the attributes of a
back cross is that it invites a turn on the part of the dog in the direction the handler is
crossing. This would be desirable to direct the dog into the opposite side tunnel entry. A
back cross is often ignored in these pages because this one handler movement is
responsible for more NQ scores than any movement in dog agility. However, it really
does need to be part of a handler’s repertoire. The key to the back cross is that the handler
ask (insist) that the dog go ahead of the handler to commit to the jump before the handler
indicates the change of direction.
The turn after jump #5 to the pipe tunnel at #6 is a bit more of a puzzle. Given the dog’s
approach to the #5 jump the handler’s motion will have to be completely compelling to
turn the dog away from the off-course entry to the pipe tunnel. This might call for a
movement like the Mitchell Flip.
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Black Numbers – Note straight away that there is no turn between jump #1 and the Aframe. It’s a nice straight line. The dog should be set up for a straight approach. The
handler should also take a modest lead out in order to keep it a straight line. If the handler
starts with the dog it would be very easy for the dog to get ahead, curl back to the
handler’s position, and forge for an off-course over jump #5.
The interesting turn will be after jump #3 down to the tire at #4. Most of your students
will want to do this as a post turn. But certainly a crossing turn or a blind turn would be
somewhat superior if for no other reason than because the handler is in full motion.
White Numbers – This first sequence features a gentle turn from jump #3 to the pipe
tunnel at #4. If you draw a line from the exit of the pipe tunnel to jump #3 it’s really not
much of a turn at all down to the #4 pipe tunnel. What Novice handlers needs to think
about is how far the dog might carry out of a tunnel. The dog might go out of the tunnel
6’ or 7’ or more. This significantly changes the approach to jump #3 (making the
approach more and more depressed, by the way), and increases the difficulty of the turn
into the pipe tunnel at #4. So the handler should really think about tightening the dog’s
turn coming out of the #2 pipe tunnel. It’s also a good idea for the handler to set himself
up to be on the turning side of the course. The course turns to the right after jump #3. So
the handler should be on the dog’s right to facilitate the turn. On the landing side of jump
#3 the handler could change sides with the dog. This is possible only if the handler is
ahead of the dog on the landing side of jump #3. If the dog is ahead, the handler should
make the turn in the post position.
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Black Numbers – This sequence begins like the previous sequence, but then doubles
back on the dog’s opening path after the table. Make sure your students work their
A-frame contacts on both trips over the A-frame. They shouldn’t be rattled by having a
dog in motion.
Both turns at the #3/5 jump are rather severe. This will be an invitation for the handler to
cause the dog to drop the bar by indicating the change of direction early (before the dog
has committed over the jump).
After the jump at #5 the dog might tend to swing quite wide in the depressed turn down
to the A-frame. The handler should take a bit of responsibility in tightening up the turn
with some compelling body movement. A gentle RFP should do the trick.
White Numbers – This sequence is a reversal of the previous sequence. The most
important challenge will be the approach to the pipe tunnel at #4. The dog is not
presented with the opening to the tunnel until the handler turns the dog somewhat left
after jump #3. The real question is how does the handler do this? If the handler is able to
outrun the dog through the sequence, the easiest way to handle the transition from pipe
tunnel to pipe tunnel would be to do a blind cross on the exit of tunnel #2, and then
(picture the handler running forward), a crossing turn on the landing side of jump #3.
Fast dog handling mightn’t even allow for the blind cross with the dog emerging from the
pipe tunnel at #2. The handler could, instead, do a back cross at jump #3. One of the
attributes of a back cross is a tightened turn in the direction of the handler. But of course
this also puts the handler on the wrong side of the turn to the pipe tunnel. This is an
opportunity for a tandem on the flat. All the handler really needs to do is push (against
the dog’s position) towards the pipe tunnel.
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Black Numbers – The tough part of this sequence is the transition from the tire at #3 to
jump #4. Most likely the handler will have the dog on a left lead. And jump #4 is
presented to the dog at a depressed angle. If the handler figures a way to have the dog on
right, the approach to jump #4 might be a bit of a problem, especially if the dog gets
ahead.
So the handling of the turn should be something on the order of a post and tandem. This
is a combination movement. In the first part of the movement the handler wants to pull
the dog to the right in order to set up the approach to jump #4. This should be a turn as
though sweeping past the A-frame. The handler also wants to push the dog ahead a bit, so
the dog will slide past. Just as the dog is sliding past the handler will do a tandem turn on
the flat, to redirect the dog to jump #4.
White Numbers – The most likely scenario in the opening is that your students will be
doing the first two jumps and the approach to the weave poles as a simple post turn. This
mightn’t really be the best handling of the sequence. The lazy inside position will deprive
the handler of any kind of robust motion and won’t be very inspiring to the dog. Also, if
the dog misses a pole in the weave poles, the handler would be better off in a dog on left
performance because of the presence of the table on the other side. It will be a lot easier
to get the dog back to re-enter the poles weaving the dog on the heel-side.
There shouldn’t be a problem pushing the dog into the tunnel on a left-lead either. Some
dogs may refuse the tunnel when it is apparently going in a direction other than the
handler. (The dog doesn’t know the handler is going to cross behind). It is worthwhile to
condition the dogs to an off-side performance of the weave poles.
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Black Numbers – This is a simple post turning sequence. After the tire at #3 the handler
must turn to the A-frame. After the A-frame the handler needs to turn the dog to jump #5.
On the turn to the A-frame the handler will want to push the dog up after the tire enough
so that, when turned back, the dog has a square and safe approach to the A-frame.
Though we’ll have the ramp set only at about 5’, the handler still has to practice squaring
for the A-frame as a specific discipline. The turn to jump #5 really doesn’t have to be a
post turn. The handler might just as easily do this turn as a crossing turn, or a blind turn.
A cross would actually be more compelling to the dog than a simple post. Remember that
the post minimizes the handler’s motion. Unless the dog has a lot of internal combustion,
he’s probably getting most motion cues from the handler’s own movement.
White Numbers – The opening line will be nice and fast. The handling should be
dictated by the speed at which the dog is working. If the dog gets ahead and stays ahead
of the handler coming out of the #2 pipe tunnel, then the handler should keep the dog on
a left lead and push up to the pipe tunnel at #4. If the handler manages to get ahead, the
handler probably should do a cross between the #2 pipe tunnel and jump #3. This picks
the dog up on the handler’s right lead, and puts the handler in position to be on the
turning side of the tunnel.
The approach to the weave poles is a bit of a problem. It is a long transitional distance.
And frankly, the dog may be more interested in a back jump over jump #3 than an
approach to the weave poles. The handler wants to be compelling in the turn to the weave
poles. It would be ideal to set this up as a crossing turn. The rotation of the handler’s
body will quickly sell the change of direction to the weave poles. Of course the handler
should also work to call the dog’s attention to the left lead.
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On Beginners Graduation night at Dogwood we typically combine the Advanced
Beginners class with the Beginners class. We had out graduation certificates and we play
a game to demonstrate to our students what they have learned. The game is almost always
in the form of a relay (as shown on this page). We team up Advanced Beginners students
with Beginners students. The winners of the relay usually win an all expense paid trip to
Acapulco. Oh wait! That was last months prize! This month the winners get a Dogwood
bait bag.
The competition should follow the working sets found of the following pages. We’ve
found that if we do the game first everybody wants to get out of Dodge and get a bit
grumpy about being put to work. So we do the game last.
Remind everybody before you start that agility is just a game. It should be fun.
Relay Briefing
This relay race will be run twice. The first dog runs obstacles #1 through #7. No
performance is required on the table. After exchanging the baton, the second dog runs
obstacles #8 through #15. The time stops when the dog touches the table. No
performance is required.
Then the team reverses sides. The dog that ran the first part must run the second part, and
the dog that ran the second part must run the first part.
Time and faults are added together from both rounds to arrive at the team’s score.
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Black Numbers –
•
•
•
•

Review A-frame
Review Collapsed Tunnel
Review Tire
Review Table (Down)

When you run the sequence make sure that your students pause at the bottom of the
A-frame to give the dog a food treat. Another passage worth watching is the turn from
jump #2 to the A-frame. The handler should work through the jump, (rather than stopping
at the jump or turning up towards the A-frame before the dog has committed to the
jump.) The turn after jump #2 is a bit tricky. Tell your students that they are responsible
for every turn in a sequence as sure as they are responsible for showing their dogs every
obstacle. The operative command in a turn in the direction of the handler is Come!
White Numbers –
•
•
•
•

Review jumps
Review Pipe Tunnel
Review Table (Sit)
Review Weave Poles

When you run this sequence get your students to work the weave poles on both their right
sides and their left sides.
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Black Numbers – In this sequence the dog must be turned 180° after jump #3. Show
your students how to do a crossing turn to ensure that the dog does not back jump the
turnaround jump. The turn begins with a tracking step out to the side of the jump. The
dog will turn and track out with the handler in this movement. After the handler (and
dog) track out, the handler then changes lead and doubles back towards the pipe tunnel.
Another approach to the turn would to be a blind cross. It’s really too early in your
Beginner handlers’ training for them to start to distinguish one turn from another. Some
of them will do the turn naturally (even if you are trying to get them to do a crossing
turn.) You should point out to the group which kind of turn they are doing so that they
can learn from one another.
The handler’s command to turn doesn’t have to be a hard sounding Germanic word like
“Come!.” The handler could simply put up a shout “Woo Hoo! Let’s go this way.
White Numbers – It’s not really necessary to have a lead out in a sequence like this. If
the handler can just get a step on the dog it is easy to hold the line steady over the jump
and to the tunnel. You should be encouraging your students to run when they have a long
straight line.
The turn from jump #3 to the weave poles is a post turn. That means the handler leaves
the dog on the same lead (on the right, in this case.). It also puts the handler in a position
that the weave poles must be handled on a right lead.
However, coming out of the tunnel your advice should be to wait for the moment the dog
emerges. There’s no sense in doing a lot of running when the dog can’t see you. The
handler should save it for when the dog is alongside.
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After running these sequences at least twice, you will run the relay game.
Black Numbers – This sequence features a flat approach to a depressed angle jump after
the table. Show your students how to line up the dog for an approach to jump #3 that
creates a line straight up the A-frame. To do this the handler must hold the dog on a right
lead and post the dog through a turn that creates the line.
Since the sequence terminates with the A-frame you should encourage your students to
come to a full stop alongside the dog and give the dog a food treat and soothing praise.
Remind them that this should be their posture at the down contact whether the A-frame is
at the end of a sequence, or stuck somewhere in the middle. This might help them out in
the game they’ll play later in the evening.
White Numbers – This is a straight-ahead sequence. The key skill we want to teach our
students is how to gather and slow the dog for a controlled entry to the weave poles. After
getting the dog into the pipe tunnel the handler will run forward to the weave poles to be
in position in front of the dog. As the dog exits the pipe tunnel and approaches the
handler’s position, the handler will rotate back gently towards the dog (an RFP). This will
cause the dog to slow down and tighten up to the handler’s position. Then the handler
turns back and shows the dog the entry to the weave poles.
Our weave poles in Beginners class are always completely wired. The wires shape the
dog’s weaving performance through the poles. Initially, when first learned, the handler
must attend the dog all the way, often using a food treat to lure the dog through the poles.
As the dog begins to understand where his movement should go, this should free the
handler to move slightly ahead so that the dog hurries more to finish the obstacle.
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